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ABSTRACT

Language learning, as it occurs educational settings, is a

product not only of the instructional activities the learner experiences
which are designed to promote language development, but also of the ways
in which children shape their own learning experiences in both instruc-
tional and noninstructional school contexts. This study. explores the
communicative experiences of 42 Mexican American fi rst graders in class-
rooms at three sites in the Southwestern United States. The study 1s
longi tudi hal in, that it builds on a data base established in Juarez and
Associates' evaluation Of bilingual bicul tUral Head Start curriculum
model t i examining the preschool activities Of first grade chi 1 di-eh
partici pati ng in the ttuoy. Using the technique of naturalistic obter=
vatioh, the_ i nteractiOnt of the chi 1 drenwith teachers and peers in a
number of classroom settings were investigated. Findings suggest that
although the three preschool models investigated encouraged different
interaction strategies, there were no lasting effects of these strategies
in first grade: Further; it is shown that type of first grade program
influenced the language of interaction but that context determined the
speech partner and length of the communicative episode. Finally, a rela-
tionship between the use of interaction strategies and increased language
proficiency for_children Of limited English language proficiency was
d6mbrittrated. Implication t for the organization of classroom learning
Situations are discussed;
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I; INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a year's study of the inter-
action strategies used by Mexican American children with different

English language proficiency in_their first grade classrooms. The- sample

children were drawn from a population of children who experienced dif-
ferent preschool models at three sites in the Southwestern United States.
Thus; the study is longitudinal in that it builds on a data:bate estab=
lished in Juarez and Associates' evaluatibh of bilingual_bicultural Head
Start curriculum models in examining the preschobl_activities of the
first grade children participating in the study. The document tynthe=
sizes the experiences of'the children as determined through systematic
naturalistic observations in both the Head Start and firtt grade class-
rObmS; and language proficiency testing. In addition; the report sum-
marizes the_field proteduret and analysis techniques used and presents
the conclusiOnS and implications of the study findings;

A: Rationale

It is becoming increasingly clear that the study of language

learning as it occurs in educational settings must go beyond investigat-

ing the product of the schooling experience and alsb fotut on_the process

of language acquisition. The learningof a language, be it firtt_Or
Setondi_invoTves much more than the mastery of certain grammatical fOrtt,

It requires:developing the ability to handle the semantic; communicative;_

and pragmatic functions of those forms. In the classroom; this inclUdet

both_the ability to participate in the activities structured to promote

the learning Of language and other cognitive skills; and the ability to

take advantage:of the classroom resources available to shape one's own

learning experiences. Consequently, the study of language learning

should be concerned not only with the product of learning experiences,

but also with the nature of the language interaction as it occurs in

context.

Recently; researchert have begUh_to study the interactive process

of language acquisltion b6th in the clatSrobt and in nonschool contexts

through the technique of discourse analysis. Using this interaction- .

centered method; researchers are beginning to understand the cognitive

and communicative strategies used by language larners, as well as the
15atit differences between the nature of child child and child-adult ."

interaction and native-nonnative speaker conversation. Uting variations

of discourse analysis, sociologists, linguists, and educators are_ _

seriously investigating the social competencies and effect of children

on social interaction. Qualitative Sociologists (Cicourel, 1974;

Garfinkel, 1967; Speier, 1970) have carefull examined the language of



everyday life to attempt to define the interactive
aspect,of the

socialization process. As Schwartz and Jacobs (1979: 225) have stated:

Even small
children can-be

regarded as talented artists

or social
engineers if we conceive of "kids' talk"or game_

playing as technical achievements,
accOmplished

with use of

specifit knowledge,
skills, and artfUl improvisation

They are not imperfect
adultt but full=fledged

members of

"kids' culture," a distinct world of daily activities with

its own deMands and its own possibilities.
In contrast,

adults;'both_lay
perSoris and professionals,

frequently _

cOnttruechildrenas,practicing
to be grown=ups and inter-

pret their actions as faulted versions of corresponding

adult actions.

Despite this call; much of the initial work in examining
chit=

dren's interactions
in the clastrbomfocUted

on teacher-directed
activ=

ities or on peer interactions structured
in_the manner of lessons._

Sinclair and COulthard (1975) and_Mehan
(1979) nave both invettigated

teacher=directed
classroom

situations and developed intricate
models for

tne analysis of teacher-student
interaction.

Although
Sinclair's aim

was to linguistically
_characterize_classrooth

discourse, and
Mehan's to

describe,the social organization
of classrooM

lessons, -both
emerged with

similar three7step instructional
sequence models. In both models the

basic teaching
exchange in the classroom was considered to be that of

initiation (opening), reply (answering),
and evaluation

(follow-up) by

the teacher.

1.n studies using microethnographic
techniques of_videotaping

and

analysis of transcripts
similar to thote employed byMehan, researchers

such asCa2cin, et al. (1977) and-"Steinberg
and Cazden (1979) have

documented that children exhibitvarying
degrees of expertise in dealing

With the_dUal
aspectt of the teaching role:information

transfer and

management of the interpersonal
aspects of the teacher-student

relation-

ship. While their work providet some interesting observationt
as to the

process of childgiven instruction and differences in instructional

strategies; the instruction was not natural in the Sente_that
both the

role of teacher and the content of instruction were preordained
by the

adult teacher:

Investigators
have; however; begun to investigate the phenOmenon

of peer teaching in the natural context
of the classrooM.

Cooper, et al.

(1982); in a study of spontaneous peer
teaching in the classrooM, found

that children seek and_provide
each other

aid_both in regards to -the

sUbject matter being
studied_and to orticedural

issues of the assignment.

Nearly two=thirdsiof such episodes were
found to be learner-initiated;

i.e. a child sought rather than offered the aid of another.
The study

was limited to onlyohe classroom,
however, and there was no, indication

of the contextual variation
in such behavior nor of the relationshi0 of

this type of interaction to the child's total speech.

Other recentstudiet
of child- initiated

interaction
have*also

focused on specific
aspectt of communicative

competence
in the classroom

2



or other school contexts. Corsaro (1978), for example; studied chi 1 dren' s
social access strategies and found nonverbal means of entry into a social
context important among three-four-year-ol d preschool chit dren. Merritt
(1982); in studying the methods by which primary school age children en--
gaged the teacher' s attention, found that manners of active solicitation
vary considerably. Wilkinson, et al. (1982) hav- examined the ways in
which children used requests in the classroom both to obtain information
and to regulate the behavior of others. They found that the variety and
complexity of the requests di ffered considerably in terms of directness,
revision and compliance. Li ke Corsaro, Borman (1979)_ has focused on
pl ayground games . In her study of seven-yearol d children, She analyzed
patterns of turn rotation and the ability of children to remain engaged
in the activity at hand.

Typically, as in these studies , the research into communicative
competence in the classroom has been limited to a very specific context
or to the examination of a single indicator of communicative abil ity:
While studies of this type have served to add to our knowl edge of specific
aspects of communication in the classroom; they provide little information
on the importance of the aspects studied to the total interactional pat-
terns in a typical school day, or on the contextual variability in the
competencies displayed by the children in the classroom.

Evidence of the importance of situational or contextual variability
of speech, especially that of chil dren, is provided by Latv (1972).
His. account of the significant changes in the speech production of an
ei ght-year-ol d Black child brought about by the reduced forMal ity of an
interview situation and the presence of a peer is now a classic example
of the importance of sociolinguistic factors in determining verbal be-
haVior. Since then; numerous researchers (Hal 1 ; at al . ; 1977; Cazden,
1979; Wells; 1979; Cole; at al., 1979) have noted the fact that children's
talk is heavily dependent on such factors-as the task at hand; the topic
of conversation; and the age and number of listeners present: Cole;
Dore; and Hall (1979); in investigating the situational variability in the
speech of preschool children; found that three -:and four - year -old children's
speech was more complicated on an expedition to the supermarket than in
an interview in the classroom about the. expedition: They attributed the
differences to changes in the nature of the talk itself; that is, the re-
lative and absolute frequencies of descriptions, which were found to be
more complex (as measured by MLU), increased when the children were in
the supermarket.

Resear. hers in adult -child interaction have noted similar contextual
variation in adult speech to chil dren. Bakker-Renes and Hoe fna gel 7Hohl
(1974), for example; compared three caretaking situations of dressing,
bathing, and eating with three "unstructured" or "for fun" complexes of
pl aying, chatting after 1 unch, and reading a book, to find that mothers'
speech to children was more complex (as measured by length of utterance
and paraphrase) in free situations than in caretaking ones and most com-
plex in book reading. Similarly; Well s (1979) reported from the Aristo
study; in which the language of 128 children was being recorded four times
yearly over the course of a normal day at horrie, that there were significant



ferences in the contexts in which adults choose to initiate conversa-
tions depending on the sex of the child. Thus ; as Snow (1979) stated,
--y)thers' speech can "not be characterized as a single corpus, but must be
?en as the product of specific interaction between mothers and their
niidren...depending on the communicative demands of the situation in
ch it is used" (p. 37). This research suggests that the interactions

between both adultS and children and between children and their_ peers may
Differ in the various contexts in which a child findt him /herself in the
school day.

Othe.r research points out that a child's success in deal ing with
-ied Social contexts may be dependent to a certain degree on the commu-

--,i ve strategies which he or she has developed. Rubin (1975) was one
f irc firtt h_ the field of second language acquisition to hypothesize

--,,hat the ";good language learner" used conscious devices to acquire and
..,:band on knowl edge of a language: Based on her individual observational
forts as a second language teacher; she documented a mixture of FJE.neral

7-_ri butes of good language learners as well as some more specific tech=
s c,00d language 1 earners were observed to employ. Among the more

r.-;r:neral attributes were the ability to guess, Jr gather and store i nfor-
T7.a-..ion in a retrievable manner, a lack of inhibition in speaking the new
language, wil I ingness to try out the new knowledge, and an attention to

form of language. These attributes of the good language learner
h:lated into such devices as the use of circumlocution; paraphrase;

use of gestures, direct- translation and monitoring of one' s own
: other' s speech. She acknowledged, however, -the lack of systematic
rigorous research into language learning strategies and the importance
such factors as the task and context; learning stage and age of the

arse individual styles and cultural di fferences

Tarone Pt al (1976) and (1980) have built on such work to provide a
,.ematic framework for discussing the varied ways in which learners deal
thei r lack of knowledge of the target language. Tarone classified

r conceptual ization of "communication strategies" into distinct areas.
These included transfer strategies, in which a learner translates word
for dord from the native language or switches to the native language term;
a_)oeal s for assistance, in which the learners ask for the correct term;
Eirnple avoidance, when the 1_,arners either do not talk about the concept

abandon an al ready begun message; and prefabricated patterns , in_ which
a "regularly patterned segment of speech" was employed without knowledge
of its underlying structure, but with the knowledge as to which particular
sitJations call for what patterns. Rubin (1981) presented her own obser-
vational schedul e of language learning processes and strategies which was
general ly consistent with Tarone's typology. She did include; however; a
cl ficationiverification process which added such behaviors as asking
for clarification or repetition of the previous statement; inductive and
deductive reasoning strategies such as guessing from context and use of
analogy; as well as a general practice area including such strategies as
talking to oneself and intent listening to what and how something is said.
The typol ogies developed by both Tarone and Rubin were based principally

n data gathered from their own and other teachers' language classes and
are thus limited to adults in a particular context.



Outside of a lew largely anecdotal studies such as that of Lozano
(1980) which examined the English language learning strategies used by the
author' s four - year -old daughter; the 1 imited research cn 1 anguage acquisi-
tion strategies has been in bilingual education settings Wong Fillmore
(1976), for example, investigated the social and cognitive aspects of the
English language acquisition of five Spanish-speaking children (ages 5-8)
over the period of one year. Although the focus of the study was not on
specific strategies; she found that individual di fferences among children
in terms of personal ity, interest, and motivation tendeC to affect their
ability to establish and maintain social contact with their peers, and in
turn, the amount of input needed for learning a new language. Among her
major findings was the importance of formulaic expressions in providing
children with the tool s to gain access to interaction. Similarly, Stovall
(1977) in ner investigation of eight Spanish-speaking children in elemen-
tary ESL programs , noted the, frequency of simplification and reduction
strategies in deal ing with the demands of a second language. Jn both
studies, however; the sample size was limited and the research di d not Te-
ti ect a variety of contexts

In addition, Bialystok (1981) has attempted to show the relationship
between language proficiency and the use of language learning strat,egies.
Investigating three strategies -- practice, monitoring, and inferenCino--
arrong hi gh School students learning a second language, she found that
practice accounted for a Si gni ficant amount of the achievement on al 1 lan-
guage tasks. The study, however, relied solely on self report by the stu-
dents to determine strategy use and, therefore, provided no information on
how strategies were actually employed in the classroom.

iThe majority of studies of social interaction in bilingual classrooms
have followed the same pattern as those of language acquisition in general.
Early studies of social interaction in bilingual cl assrooms_(Bruck and
Schultz; 1977; Genishi , 1976; Legarretta 1975; Schultz, 1975) focused on
the phenomenon of language use in teacher-child interactions. These studies
found that, general ly, English was the dominant language in the classroom
and that children's choice of language was heavily infl uericed by the struc-
ture of the classroom situation. This ; in turn, was related to such factors
as the type of activity and language of the speech partner. More recent
research using microethnograptic techniques such as those employed by Mehan,
in the bilingual classroom (Moll , 1981; Carrasco; 1981) have al so focused
on structured lessons. Moll found that the organization of reading lessons
for two classrooms of Spanish-speaking children was hi ghly influenced by
organizational constraints and by the teachers' presuppositions about the
children's_ competence. Carrasco described the interactional strategies
used by a bilingual Mexican American student in tutoring a peer. The use
of strategies in other bilingual classroom contexts has largely been limited
to studies of code-switching (Duran, 1981). Val des (1981), for example,
in an investigation of the use of code-switching in direct requests, has
found that such language alternation was a deliberate verbal strategy which
served both to mitigate and aggravate requests; Genishi ; (1981) showed
that si x-year-ol d children were able to switch languages to choose lan-
guage appropriate to their speech partner. Similarly; Narvaez (1981) in
a study of bilingual children in Head Start, found that their choice of
language in requests did not refl ect language deficiencies but rather



displayed the child's ability to adjust the request to fit a particular
social cOntext;

All of the studies of children in bilingual_ classrooms have been
limited to a small number of children generally located in one classroom
and have failed to examine the previous educational history of the children

in question. Although of limited scope, such research has tended to- support
the view that .1 angua ge learning is enhanced when the context of_ the learning

situation is meaningful and relevont to the learner. However, lasting
effects of particular bilingual learning situations on individual children
during their early education years has not been examined; Similarly; the
general use of interaction strategies in the school day and the relation-
ship of the use of such Strategies to language proficiency has yet to be
examined.

Objective of the Study

The general purpose of the study was to characterize the interaction
strategies of children who participated in di fferent bilingual bicultural
curriculum model s in both Head Start and first grade in order to examine
the influence of their preschool experiences on interactions in first
grade. The nature of the classrooms in which the children were found
and their varying language abilities allowed data to be gathered related

to the fol lowing specific goal s:

1. To examine the di fferences in the node, speech partner and function

of interaction strategies used by children of di fferent English

language proficiency in classrooms providing distinct language

environments .

To investigate the contextual variation in the use of interaction

strategies used by chil dren of di fferent English language profi=
ciency in classrooms providing distinct language environments.

To determine the relationship between _the use of interaction
strategies and increased language proficiency among children in
classroom providing distinct language environments.

C. Report Organization

The remainder of the report is divided into five chapters; The first,

Methodology, provides_ a discussion of the data collection activities, the

conceptual model used to organize and quantify the data; and the data
analysis procedures. The subsequent three chapters present the study
findings and form the bulk of the report. Chapter III entitled; The Head

Start Experience; characterizes the communicative episodes engaged in by

children participating in the di fferent preschool models and examines the

effects of such participation on their interactions in first grade. Chap-

ter IV, The First Grade Experience; provides a description of the communi-

cative episodes of the sample children across the instructional and/

noninstructional contexts of three distinct classroom environments. Chap-

ter V, Individual Differences, examines the experiences of sample children



longitudinally and relates the use of interaction strategies to language
proficiency. Finally; Chapter VI presents a summary of the findings and
discusses their implications.

7



II. METHODOLOGY

Thit_chapter provides a_description of the study sample and a diS=
cussion of the methodological procedures employed in_carrying out the
research: The opening sections of the chapter describe the general
characteristics of the areas in which the study was conducted and the
characteristics of both the first grade and Head Start samples. Sub-
sequent sections deal .eith the data collection and analysis techniques,
including a discussion of the model of a communicative episode used to
:rganize the research findings.

A. The Research Settings

The_research was carried_out in three communities of the south-
western United States with relatively large populationS of Mexican
Americans. The sites; located in Corpus ChriSti, Texas; East Lot
Angeles; California, and Rio Grande City, Texas, provided contrasting
language environments and ranged frOM rural to urban settings:

Corpus Christi; Texas is located on the gulf coast roughly_150
miles north of the Texas-Mexican border. A city of over 230,000 people,
Corpus Christi is characterized by a varied economic base which includes
tourism; agriculture; shipping, and a naval base; The city is roughly
50% Mexican American. Mexican Americans are concentrated in the city's
southwestern and central areas while most Anglos are located in the
city's eastern and southeastern regions bordering the coast; English is
the principal language of the Hispanic population, although Spanish'is
common in everyday discourse and on the radio and television.

The Los Angeles site was located in a Hispanic enclave of a major
metropolis; The site was located about-twelve miles east of the LOS
Angeles City Hall near the border of a section of the clty_known as East
Los Angeles and the incorporated city of Montebello. This urban area
is highly industrialized and characterized by factories and warehouses
which together with local shopping centers provide most of the employ-
ment for the area's residents. During the last decade; the Hispanic
population of the area has doubled, and presently Hispanics make up
83% of all of the area's residents. Recent residents tend to use Spanish
as their primary means of communication whereas long-time residents are
likely to use English.

Rio Grande City, Texas_;_a town of about 14,000 residents
1

; is lo-

cated along the Rio Grande River_about halfway between Brownsville and

Laredo. Its economic base is principally_ cattle ranching and agricul-
ture. Farms situated along the river produce irrigated crops of melons;

8



peppers, onions, and cotton. Although oil has been produced since the
early part of the_century,and agriculture employs many people on cor-
porate farms and in packing sheds, economic_ opportunities in_the area
are generally limited and unemployment is high. The overwhelming maj-
ority of residents are Mexican AMerican (8090%) or Mexican JO%) and
the principal language of the community is Spanish, identified by 94%
of the county residents as their mother tongue.

The sample in each of these settings were first graders who had
participated in a bilingual bicultural preschool model or formed part
of the control groups used in the evaluation of the models. Descriptions
of the schools they attended are provided in the sections of the report on
the findings related to the children's experience in first grade. Like-
wise, the discussion_of the different preschool models is presented_to-
gether with the results as to the experience of the children participa-
ting in different modelS.

B. Samiple

The interaction_ strategies of 42 Mexican AMerican children (23
males and 19 females) between the ages of 71 and 85 months were inves-
tigated: All of the children formed part of either the experimental or
control groups that participated in Juarez and Associates' evaluatio
of bilingual bicultural Head Start curriculum-models. Experimental
and control_children at each site were paired2 using their test sc res
during_the Head Start year.3 Mildren were divided into groups based on
their language proficiency. Head Start study showed that students of
different language_proficiencies had different experiences in the
classroom which related to different outcomes (Chesterfield, et al. 1982).
Thus, three levels of language proficiency similar to those used
that study were identified for purposes .of grouping the children. These
were as f011OWS:

SP-1 - native Spanish-speaking children who exhibited minimal
ability in English on leaving preschool;

SP=2 = native Spanish=speaking children with more than minimal
oral proficiency in English at the end of preschool; and

EN native English-speaking children with no_measurable oral
proficiency in Spanish on leaving Head Start.4

The sample consisted of 18 SP-1 children, 16 SP-2 children and 8 EN
children.

In_general, children of the same lang,lage_grouping within a site
had similar backgrounds in terms of language use and socioeconomic sta-

tus. The parents of SP-1 children spoke Spanish with these children
in the home and for the most part felt that their own ability to
understand, speak and read English_was limited. Parents of SP=2 chit=
dren reported that they used both languages with the_children and rated
their own language abilities as about equal in bothLEnglish and_Spanish:'
At all sites, parents of EN children regarded themselves as proficient
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in English but with very limited abilities in Spanish. They spoke
exclusively in English to the EN sample children. Although most
parents were in manual labor or service occupations at,all sites,
those at East_Los Angeles_had_a_higher average income ($9,000) than
did the parents at the two Texas sites ($7,000 at each)
grad% education was average_for parents at all sites and there was
little difference between child _language groups. Parents of both_
groups of Spanish=speaking children in East Los Angeles had, on the
average, been in theAnited_States substantially less time (10 years
as opposed to over 30 years) than parents of the same groups of children

in Texas;

The sample children (fourteen at each site) were found in a total
of twenty-five classrooms. For the purposes of this.studhthese Clatt=
rooms could be divided into three distinct types: English classroott
in which reading instruction was carried out in English for all children;
bilingual clatsrooms_in_which reading instruction was in Spanish and
English for all children; andSpanish classrooms in which all children
received instruction in Spanish reading_only; There were fifteen
English classrooms, seven bilingual_clastrooms_and three Spanishclass-
rbOrdt containing sample children. EightSP71_children_were in English
classrooms, seven were in bilinguil classrooms; and three were in
Spanish classrooms. Eleven SP=2 children were foundinEnglish class-
roOrrit with three and_two respectively being in bilingual and Spanish

classrooms. Seven of the English7preferring5 children_were in English
classrooms whereat the remaining EN child was in a bilingial classroom.

In order to examine the experiences provided by each of the curri-
culum models; the experimental children were considered as a sample
for analysis .of the Head Start data. A total of twenty -three children
enrolled in three preschool classrooms at each site constituted the
sample. The interaction strategies of eight children participating
in OW?. curriculum model in East Los_Angeles and those of eight and
seven children participating in different models at Rio Grande City
and CbrOut Chrittii respectively, were investigated.

Data Collection

For all data collection, the principle technique was that of
participant observation in which_a researcher; trained in the technique
of naturalistic inquiry in educational settingsprovided written
fieldnotes on the behavior_of individual, children at the beginning and
end of the school year. ° Focused observations were made for periods of
three weeks at two times during the school year-- October /November and

April/May. A minimum of one hundred days of instruction was set as the
criterion between the fall and spring observations of individual
children.

Data collection combined the strategies of time and event sampling,

at specific activities (small group; seat work; large- group, recess;

16-rich and opening /dismissal) were sampled and each child was observed
for amounts of time proportional to the percentage of time devoted to

10



a particular activity in a day. For examnle, if Targe group activites

took place for 30 minutes and small group actlres for 50, the_re

searcher would observe a child in those active es for time samples of

three and f-ve minutes; respectively; until the daily tdtal was

reached. Children were observed_fOr a total of 180 minutes during

two days on alternate weeks of the data collection. The researcher

noted the time at which an observatiOn began and thenproceeded to

detCribe the behaviors:of_the designated child and all of his or her

Verbal and nonverbal interactions with otherS. After each day's_obser-

Vationt, the observer re-wrote the rough notes taken in the classroom

and coded them.

During the time on site, each researcher also administered the

Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) individually to each child in bOth

Spanish and EngliSh. Responseg were both handwritten and audiotaped

for later verification. In order to control for practice effects, tests

were administered in the second language on the first day's observation

Of a child andin the first language on the subsequent_observation

some days later. All tests were_scorecrboth for SAI_levels'as recommem=

ded by the developers (Burt and Dulay, 1976) and in terms of average

MLU.

D. Quality Control of_Data_Collectian Activities

Training and retraining of field personnel was a_Major activity

related to assuring the quality of the data; In the fall, as all of the

field personnel had had experience in conducting naturalistic obServa7

tions of young children in the classroom; the training was carried out

as group problem-solving endeavors. Discussions centered on: (1) a_

review of role management, ethiCt and monitoring procedures; (2) field=

note styles; observational strategies and the sampling procedures to

be used; and (3) testing, audiotaping, and the indexing system to

be used with the fieldnotes; In additiOn to discussions_and the deve:=

lOpment of prototype indexing fOrMS)thete sessions were used for note-

taking and coding exercises to ensure consistency among fieldworkers;

Similarly, in the tpring,_as the same researchers again collected the

data, retraining focused on discussions of additional informationto

be collected aboutthe_individual sites and_ClatSroomsland potential

difficUltiet in data collection and monitoring Of the fieldworkers

which might occur as a_result_of variations in classroom activities__

from fall to spring. Also, as in the original training sessions, field -

workers engaged in note-taking_and coding exercises to ensure the

consistency of the data collected across sites.

A field manual was developed to complement and supplement the

training activities. The manual. presented guidelines for carrying out

the field research and operational definitions of the,phenomena to_be

obterved. It included sections_on_Samplingt note-taking, coding, index=

ing; testing, interviewing and field communication.

In_addition to the calibration of nbte=taking and coding carried

.
out dUring training and the development of a field manual to ensure
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consistent field procedures, the principal. investigator monitored all
data collection. This consisted of twice-weekly phone conversations
with fieldworkers. The conversations served to provide feedback on
the accuracy and breadth of the fieldnotes, and to discuss changes in
a_retearCher's role, scheduling of the various data collection activi-
ties and new codes or_classroom contexts suggested for investigation
by one or another fieldworker. Finally, the principal investigator
reviewed all coded data for consistency among researchers.

E. The Coding System

Although the focus of this study is the strategies_and interaction
patterns developed by Hispanic children in their acquisition:Of English,
such strategies cannot be studied in isolation; The strategies used by
children in the classroom will be a function of both the abilities
that individualchildren bring to the classroom and the opportunities_
fcr communication provided by:c.he_classroom itself. This is especially
true in clasSrooms providing services to language minority students
Where the make -up of the student population (e.g. largely limited
English prOficientstudents versus a mixture of such students withEng-
lish proficient Children)and_the nature of_the.program (e.g. language
arts in English only versus language arts in English and Spanish) may
differ radically even within the same school. Furthermore, the situa-
tions in which children employ devices_to arrive at a shared meaning
within a aiven interaction are not limited to classroOM lessons.
Hence, modelsfor the analysis of discourse such as those of-teacher=
studentinteraction (Mehan, 1979; Sinclair and Coulthard,_1975) proved
too narrow and those related to conversations in general (SCheglefi.
et al., 1977; Dore, 1977) were too broad to be of value in answering

the questions addressed in_thestudy. Consequently, the researchers

developed a data=based descriptive model which emerged from the data

themselves but borrowed certain terms and concepts from previous
discourse studies. We have termed this_three-step model a communica-
tive episode and it has been used to quantify and present the data:

The model of a communicative episode which is protrayed in Figure 1
summarizes the variables of interest_in thiS study. Students' charac-
teristics are the previous experience and abilities that are brought
into play in a communicative_ episode. These are operationalized_
as participation or _Ton-participation in one of the three bilingual
bicultural preschool curricula and English language.proficiency. The

three levels of language proficiency mentioned previoUSly == SP=1, SP-2,

and EN -- were examined. Classroom characteristics refer in the case
of the preschool data to the distinguishing features of the curriculum
model used at each site and, in the case of the first grade data, to the
medium of instruction;

_
The influence of these aspects on the language acquisition strate-

gies of indiVidUal_children can best be examined through what we have

called a communicative episode. The communicative episode as protrayed

in Figure 1 consists of at least -two- communicative actc8 or consecu-

tive verbal or nonverbal turns related to a given topic, one of which
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FIGURE I

THE COMMUNICATIVE EPISODE

Student Characletisttcs Classroom Characteristics

Small Group Seat Work

CONTEXT

large Group Recess Lunch Opening /Dismissal

OPENING MOVE

Other - Initiated

Mode Speaker Function

2)

Target-Initiated

WGET MOVE.

AddreStee MOde Function
STRATEGY

RESPONSE MOVE

Sequence Nonsequence (Closure)
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must involve the target child. An episode can take place in any

context; For our purposes all contexts are school related and consist
of the instructional activities of adult-directed small group,
assigned seat work and large group; the school business- related _ _ _

activities of opening and dismissal and the noninstructional activities
of recess9 and lunch.

A communicative episode is initiated by an opening move. This

move can be a communicative act by the target child (target- initiated)
and includes the speech_partner of the child (i.e. adult; peer; no one
in particular); the_chOice of mode (i.e. Spanish, English or nonverbal)
and the type (function or strategy). Function refers to what the
speaker is using a particUlar item for -- i.e. to request a linguistic
or nonlinguistic response; to inform. Strategy, on the other hand,_
relates to tactics of how the learner_arranges the items of discourse to
each other so as to arrive at the goal of shared meaning in a given

communicative episode. In_the case of_the second_ language learner
speaking his/her second language; this may; nvolve the task -.of avoid-
ing communication breakdown so as to overcome-bit/her lack of linguistic
knowledge. Similarly; the goal may be to expand on linguistic knowledge
already attained. In this study;strategies refer to observable behaViors
indicative of such goals.

The opening move may also be initiated by someone other than the
target Child; for example a peer, a teacher or an aide. In this case

it corresponds:to the communicative act immediately preceding that of

the target child. As with target- initiated episodes, it includes the
speech partner of the_target_child; the choice of mode, and the function
of the speech of the initiating interlocutor. The categoHes of func-
tions are based on DoreS (1977) categorization of elocutionary act
types: The six categories_of functions are: (1)_requests; in which
the speaker solicits some form of_information; action, or acknowledge-
ment; (2) responses; which directly complement preceding utterances;
(3) description; which represents observable aspects of the environment;
(4) statements; which express facts; beliefs, attitudes, emotions; and
reasons; (5) performatives; which accomplish acts by_being said; and
(6) conversational devices; which regulate the verbal interaction.

The target move is that communicative act which; whether initiating
an episode or occurring as a response to an opening move; represents
the focal part of the exchange in this study. :A% mentioned; this

move is composed of three_parts: speech partner, mode choicejand

communicative act type. Of primary interest are those communicative
acts, or strategies_which_a child uses to either expand linguistic
knowledge or deal with a lack_of such knowledge. A total of 39 cate-
gories of verbal and nonverbal_ strategies were included in the analysis.
The categories are based on a framework put forth by Tarone (1976, 1980)
supplemented by the work of Bialystok (1981) and Rubin (1981) and
expanded by our own data; Mmong the more common strategies identified
are prefabricated utterances or formulaic expressithis; These involve
the regular use of patterned speech segments; the underlying structure
of which the_speaker has no knowledge. Attention getters are used_to
gain access to another person and thereby begin a communicative episode.
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These can be verbal; such as calling out the name of a person or
nonverbal such a tapping on the shoulder of a peer; Repetition; in
which the 'learner repeats a word or phrase modelled by another is
a common strategy in the school context. Repetition may be solicited
by the teacher but often is usedspontaneously_by a child as a practice
device. Another common form of practice is elaboration -- in which
the sped er may consciously expand on a previous statement and provide
inform Lion over and above what is called for by the'communicative
act. The reduced counterpart of this strategy is a one -word answer,
in whith the learner responds with the minimal amount of wordS
possible.

In situations of communication breakdown in which the speaker lacks
the necessary linguistic knowledge to communicate, he/she may
to a paraphrase strategy; This may include circumlocution, in hich
the learner describes the characteristics of the item rather than
using the target item. At other times, he/she may revert to-the native
language or ask another speaker for assistance. If a verbal response
is impossible, the child may use mime or another nonverbal strategy in
place of a lexical item or structure)or simply get around the trouble
source by avoiding the topic or abandoning the message, (Appendix A
provides a complete list of the strategies investigated with definitions
and accompanying examples from the data.)

The response move is a_communicative act by the_target child's
speaking partners which follows the target move. This move may be a
communicative act which elicits a response from the target child or_
another individual; In such a case the response can be considered feed-
back and a communicative sequence consisting of at least three communi-
cative acts involving two or more speech partners occurs. The move may
also result in no response on the part of the target child or others or
in a response that is uninterpretablethereby resulting in a nonsequence
and closing the communicative episode.

All interactions were coded for conIext; initiator; speech partner;
language, function or strategy and sequence. Coders coded the same
observations at different points in the coding process to ensure inter -
rater- agreement. Levels of agreement in excess of .90 were achieved
for all checks on consistency, as the fieldworkers who were experienced
in the coding of observational data undertook all coding themselves.

F. Data Analysis

Frequency 'counts were made of the components of each move of all
communicative episodes for each child. In order to characterize the
experiences of children in different types of classrooms; these were
aggregated and the relative frequency of each component for children
of each language group were computed for each classroom context. To

determine the effects of the interaction strategies emphasized by the

Head Start curriculum models, Chi-square tests were performed to com-
pare the relative frequency with_which experimedtal and control child-
ren used strategies and other selected components of the communicative
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episode in first grade;10 TO examine the relationship between_the use
' of interaction strategies and the increase in the langu4ge proficienCy
of children; rank order correlations were computed. IncreaSeS in the

range of strategies used and in the frequency.of strategies as a percent-
age of all interactions in English were related to increases in langjage
proficiency, determined by calculating the change in scores on the
BSM over each observation period.

Site Summaries consisting of a description of the sociocultural
environment in which the schools attended by the sample children were
fOUnd, of the physical plant of each school, and,of_the teaching strate-
gies employed in each classroom were written by all researchers. Dis-

cussions were comparative in that each researcher concentratecl_on_those
features of a classroom (e;g; schedulei amount of Spanish and - English
spoken by teachers; methods Of second language instruction) WhiCh
might influence the interactional strategies of indiViclU.al children.

In addition to completing site summaries; fieldworkers developed
individual profiles of each of the children whowere_underintensive
'observation at the sites. This was accomplished by_reviewing_the
fieldnOtet taken on each child and writing a short description of the
Child'S social and linguistic behavior in the classroom. The capsuli-
zations_thuS produced were uSed_in interpreting the particularinter-
actional strategies used by individual children. The individual pro-
files also facilitated_the. analysis of speech samples which are presen-
ted as_ illustrations of general trendt or tendencies of individual
children throughout the text;
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FOOTNOTES

-Int1udes the population living within the city limits and in the sur-
-oundir.: rural areas (Rio Grande - San Isidro division of Starr County).

figwe is based on the latest population data available for the
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1981).

The number of pairs total led twenty as two of the eXpeHme(!tal_chil=
.'ra=n had characteristics for which there was no match among cor'Jrnit.

3
As an additional check on the comparability of the groups; T-tt2sts

re also performed on the test scores of each group of children in fall
c the first grade and no significant differences were found between

experimental and control groups;

'The criteria for determining language groups were: SP-1 MLU on
:he Bilingilal Syntax Me4sure_< 1.5 in English; SP-2 -7 MLU >1.5 in
hglit' EN == MLU = 0.0 in Spanish. These levels differ from those used

in -thE Ad Start study as, after a year in Head_Starti there were few
:-...h'7dren with no measurable oraT proficiency in English at tWo bf the

In this study where Head Start data are referred to, the criteria
SP-1 MLU = 0.0 in English; and SP-2 -- MLU -) 0.0 in English are

7:bintained.

:he concept of "language preference" rather than language dominance
used as young children in a bilingual setting are often in the

recess of acquiring two languages and may call upon either depending
:n the situation, context, and the actors involvecL Thus, the terms
"Spanish- preferring' and "English-preferring" are used throughout the
text t.7 designate subgroups of children. These terms are used for
classificatory purposes and are not intended to suggest a conscious
anduege choice by the children.

the_fOtUt Of the StUdy was the interaction strategies of chilaren
naturally occurring_ first grade activities; the standard anthropolog-

ical techniques of taking extensive and detailed fieldnoteS was used
anc utterances were recorded by hand.

'At: one site permission to test the children was not grant
_)ChOpiS in the fall Thus; LAS scores from the kindergarten c-

tained from the district offices was the only quantitative
a number of the children at this site.

e Of the term "act" here should not be confused with the linguistic
l'speeth act" used to refer to units at the lowest rank of discourse

and Coulthard; 1975).

'Given the noninstructional nature of most Ohytital education
_:tivities at the first grade level, these activities were included in
tne recess context.
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0_-
ihe reduced cell si, resulting from the distribution_ of children

in .:,1,1:y,room's o differer types precluded the use parametric Statistics.
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III. THE HEAD START EXPERIENCE

This chapter is divided_into two principal sections._ The first,
entitled The_Head Start Settings, discusses the organization of_pre-
school experiences in each of the three curriculum models in which sam-
ple children participated; Included are a description of the fatilities
and teaching staff; an explanation of the curriculum,and a discussion
of how activities were actually implemented during the Head Start year.
The second; dealing with the nature of the communicative episode, char-
acterizes the experiences of children in each of the curriculum models
and examines the effects of such participation on the children's com-
municative behavior in first grade

A. The Head Start Sotting&

The Head Start models employed at the three sites shared a number
of goals Wlich were consistent with the Head Start philosophy. They
were all designed to encourage "social competence," that is, the
child's effectiveness in dealing with the_present and future resppnsi-
bilitiet bOth in -and out of school. At_bilingual biCUltural models,
they were also all based on_the assumption_that the early educational
experiences provided for children whbse primary language was other than
English must be in the language that the children know best. The
structure and organization of these experiences, however, differed
considerably.

Corpus Christi

_
The Corpus_Christi center was located in an area isolated from the

city's main residential and_commercial areas. The center itself was
hbused ih a former private high schooli_composed of a two=8tory brick
building with adjacent playground and kitchen facilities. It contained
five classrooms of approximately twenty children each, the majority of
whom were Mexican American; The_sample children were in three class=
rooms implementing a single curriculum model. EachJ'boM was divided
into a variety of learning or activity centers, including the art center,
block; discovery; dramatic play; library; manipulation, musici_sandiand
water areas; Each was equipped either with small tablet and chairs_
around which children gathered to complete tasksjor with educational_
materials appropriate to each area such as puzzles for the manipulatibn
area, toys, miniature kitchen appliances for the drama areas and bloCks

and building materials in the block area. Figure 2 provides an example
of hoW the classrooms were generally laid out at all sites:

1).
x---;
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Although the site was administered by the director at a local
community action center located at a distance from the center itself; an
educational coordinator and curriculum specialist were housed at the
site. They took on the principal administrative-duties directly related
to the Head Start staff.

Each classroom was taught by a team of two adults, one teacher and
one aide. Since teacher turnover was high at the site, the make=up of
the teacher-aide pairs_changed considerably over the course of the year.
All teaching staff; with the exception of one monolingual Black_woman
who acted as a replacement teacher, were bilingual Mexican American
Women.

The'curriculum model used at the Corpus Christi site utilized an
eclectic theoretical approach; taking its philosophical underpinnings
principally from Piagetian and Montessorian approaches; In the model,
learning was viewed,as a process which involved experiencing an event or
object by using all five senses. In this process,' children acquired
specific skills at different stages which helped them progress to the
next stage. Children were encouraged to move from the stage of concrete
thinking to the later stage of abstract thinking -first by_introducing
concepts at the concrete level throughthe use of real objects. Later,
concepts were discussed without the help of a physical reminder.

Viewed as a plan for developing a total preschool program, it_
provided no instructional materials. Instead, it included a set of
booklets and resource materials explaining different aspects of the cur-
riculum and providing ideas for materials development.

The model emphasized the importance of developing a child's best
known language before introducing a second language Thus; teachers
were encouraged at all times to address individual children in the lan-

guage they knew best. As children were predominantly English preferring,
the teachers' classroom language in all three classrooms was mainly
English. Deoending on the make --up of the classroom, it ranged-,from 55%
to 77% English. In addition, language-focused sessions in which chil-
dren were_divideu into groups based on language preference were con-
dUtted. These groups were to focus on development of the child's first
and second language. In the primary language circle time for English-
preferring children, for examplej concepts_were introduced with concrete
objects and elaborated on through description, questioning, and listing
techniques; In the second language circle time, the same lesson was
introduced in Spanish; at a lower level of complexity. A maximum of
two new concepts per session were introduced through teachers' modelling
followed by repetition of words and phrases by the children; AlthOUgh
the model directed that each language be taught separately, with only
English being used in the English group and Spanish in the Spanish group,
in reality, due to the preference of many children to speak English, a
mixture of both languages was usually used during Spanish groups.

The Head Start day at the Corpus Christi site ran froM 8:30 AM to
2:30 PM, with slight variations due to erratic bus schedules. The first
45 minutes of the Head Start day were devoted to practical chores of
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approach to learning was that young children learn best when_involved_in
an activity; Learning occurred at the level of what the child actually
experienced.

Described by its developers as an open framework; it did not have
a set of educational activities. Instead, it supplied a series of
procedures known as "key experiences," aimed at encouraging active
learning and cognitive development. Teachers used key experiences such
as "having one's spoken language written down and read back" to enrich
and extend the experiences of preschool children.

Unlike the Corpus Christi model; the.East Los Angeles model_used_a
naturalistic approach to language learning; That is; no set period of
the day was reserved for structured language instruction; Through the
day balanced use of the children's first and second language was
facilitated through a policy in which children; as well as teachers;
were encouraged to switchjanguages in order to use as much as possible
of their second langue,.ge Except for one classroom where Spanish pre-
dominated, English represented between 60% and 85% of all teacher lan-
guage. The model_ encouraged heterogeneous grouping of students with a
representative ratio of English, Spanish=speaking, and bilingual chil-
dren at each table. By the end of the year, however,attrition and
Other factors combined tUch that one or two tables had all Spanish-
preferring or bilingual children.

An integral part of the model's language development approach was
the use of a specialized question and_answer procedure_designed to
elicit elaboration by the children; The model called for the use of
open-ended questions by the Leacher to encourage the child to continU;
ally expand on his/her previous statement; using a variety of lexical
items and grammatical structures. In reality; most of the teachers
tended to gear the difficulty level of the question to the language rro-
ficiency of the child. With less proficient children; at the beginning
Of the year they used simple question types such as Yes/No and WH-
queStiOns whiCh elicited Short answers. Later in the year, their use of
open-ended questions increased.

The preschool day was orglized around a four7hour session for four
days a week: The types of activities carried on at_the site were cen-
tered on what the model developers referred to as the "plan-do_review"
process; Planning time occurred during the thirty minute meal time

(breakfast or lunch depending on the session). Dur'ing this time, aimed
at fostering language development through verbalization and self-
reliance through decision-making; the children discussed with teachers
and peers where they wished to work and what activity they wished to
engage in during the next period. 'Following this initial session, there
was an_hour work time. during which children carried out their plans._
At at Corpus Christi, during this time the adult's role was to recognize

and support -the thildren't work and observe and interact with individual
students. After a bf-ief ten minute clean -up time; the third major part

of tht day was recall time. In this_ten minute session, children were
given the opportunity to- remember, ditcuSs or represent what they had

done during work time; It was the most likely of the three main
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arrival and mealtime activities._ Children; accompaniedby_their teacher,

ate breakfast in the ClattrOOMS in small groups seated around tables;
Mealtime was often used by -the teachers as an informal learningsession
to encourage peer interaction and concept_ learning. After breakfast

there was a 15-20 minute large group session, featuring opening ac7-__

tivities in which children shared experiences and- participated in body

movement and music exercises in both Spanish and Englith. This was

followed by the first small group language session; referred to_as
dominant language circle time; which lasted approximately ten minutes.
For the next 30=45 minutes, the childrenengaged in independent_ play.

Thit accounted for the largest single type ofiactivityengaged in at

this_model. DUring thiS time, the children were free to use any
available materials to play in the area of their choice; There were no

specific tasks or activities to be completed at any area. Adultscir-
culated throughout the room, attending tb_individual children's_needs_L_
This period was followed by another tenminute_language group; conduc-.ed

by teachers in a small group; The remainder of the day_was taken up
with recess (45 minutes); lunch (one hOUr);_nap time (75 minutes),

another snack (20 minutes) and departure; Transition periods between
activities were sometimes used as a planning period in which teachers, on

an individual basis engaged in one-to-one interaction with the children

ditcutting their choice of areas and tasks:

2. East Los Angeles

The Head Start center at East Los Angeles was housed in a single
prefabricated portable structure located next to a community center in a

predominantly Mekican American neighborhood. It served as a single

large classroom for three tlattes of fifteen children; all of whom were

participating in the same bilingual curriculum, model. Two groups of

fifteen shared the space during the morning session; a single class of

fifteen used the room in the afternobn.

As at the Corpus Christi site, the room was divided into a number of

learning areas, divided by shelves. There were fOur core areas: the

block area, houSe area, art area; and quiet area. Eath area was equipped

With small tables and chairs and instructional and educational materials

appropriate to the specific area. All meals were served in the room.

The center at Eatt Lot Angeles was administered by a direetbr whose

office was located at the community center nearby. A head teacher at

the center was responsible for direct tuoervision of the teachers; The

instructional staff;_consisting of a teacher and an aide for each class-

room, were all bilingual Mexican AMerican_WOmen. The one exception was

an English-speaking woman who served briefly as an aide at the beginning

of the year.

The model utilized at East Los Angeles was based on_Piaget's theory

of developMent which focuses on_a child's cognitiVe deVelOOMent. The_

model emphasized the basic physical; cognitive; and tocial_Skills which

encourage independent decision-making by children. Central to this
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activities to be shortened or omitted due to time constraints. A 25 min-
ute outdoor recess period followed. According to the model; the remain-
der of the day was to be taken up with a small group time; rest time,
lunch (or snack) and a circle time. Small group time was that part of
the children's day designated for children to work on a particular task
planned by the teacher. Circle time was a large group period during_
Which children listened to stories, or sang songs in Spanish and English.
Both of these sessions, however, occurred only irregularly.

3. Rio Grande City

The Rio Grande City site was located in portable buildings occupying
one section of one of the city's public schools. The school complex
itself housed approximately 400 children; ranging from grades K-4;.and
contained; in addition to the Head Start facilities; a main school
buildinlhousing administrative offices and the kindergarten; first and
second grades; a modern cafeteria where the Head Start children ate;
and a separate building housing the other classrooms-. Many of the chil-
dren served by the center, all of whom were Mexican American; were
bussed to school due to the predominantly rural nature of the surrounding
area.

The three classrooms using the bilingual curriculum model_were_
each comprised of nineteen children. They were arranged into learning
centers as were the others at East Los Angeles and Corpus Christi. At

Rio Grande City, these included the fantasy play area, storage area,
music area, arts, crafts and cooking area, discovery area, and book
corner;

The center was administered by a Head Start director at a local
community action agency. Classroom staff consisted of a teacher and an
aide_in each classroom. All six staff members were bilingual Mexican
American women.

Based on the assumption of cognitive variation, the curriculum
model used at Rio Grande City emphasized the importance of recognizing
and building on the learning style of each child. According to the
model developers; some children are group oriented and tend to seek
guidance while other children rely more on their_own resources. The

aim _;f the curriculum was to encourage the child's_ expression of hit/
her preferred learning style and subsequently- reinforce a balance of
learning styles so as to increase_ cognitive flexibility. Special -em-

phasis was given to the developmAt of premath and preliteracy skills;
including number; letter, and name recognition and writing practice.

The curriculum program used at Rio Grande City provided model-
supplied instructional materials with a bilingual bicultural emphasis.
Thete were in.the forrti of a set of instructional units, including sug-
gestions for activities and description of the procedures, explanations
of objectives, and materialt for display and use by the children.
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Similar to the model used at Corpus Christi, the curriculum pro-
gram used at Rio Grande City called for daily small group sessions
focused specifically on language development. It was only for second
language sessions, however, Vet children were divided into groups based
on language preference. In these groups, teachers used a mixture of
Spanish_and English to ensure_comprehension by the children. The

second language was introduced only after first discussing new experi-
ences or introducing new'concepts in the children's_primary language.
During these small groups,many of the teachers_at Rio Grande City used
techniques resembling those of the audiolingual approach, emOhasizing
repetition of phrases with word substitution; Given the predominance
of Spanish-preferring children at this site; teachers tended to use a
majority of Spanish in the classroom: This language represented from
60 to 65% of total teacher language throughout the year. The modeTh
emphasis on basic preliteracy skills was applied to language develop ent
through the use of alphabet cards and game and rhyme techniques to t ach
sound-letter correspondence in both Spanish and English;

The preschool day at Rio Grande City; like that of Corpus Christi;
ran ftom approximately 8:30 AM to 2:30 PM. Of all the curriculum pro-
grams used at the three sites, the schedule of activities_at Rio Grande
City provided for the least amount of unstructured free play in the
classroom. Following breakfast in the cafeteria from 8:30 to 9:00 AM,
where children_were encouraged to eat in silence; children engaged in
approximately 30 minutes of opening exercises such as greetings, -the_
Pledge of Allegiance; announcements and some sharing activitiet_led by
the teacher in a large group session. This was followed by an hour of
small group sessions using the model-supplied curriculum lessons.
During this time, children rotated from table to table, where teachers
and aides conducted lessons or children completed a task alone: Class-
room organization was such that activities capried on during this period
frequently _ran over the allottid time, thus shortening indoor play in
which chi'dren were encouraged -to use available materials freely; After

a 30 Minute outdoorrecess, a 45 minute circle time was conducted by_the
teacher; During this time, the children usually participated in move-7
menti danring, reciting, or the recounting of a story.. Lunch followed
immediately afterwards;_ The afternoon session consisted largely of non=
instructinnal time, including another one hour of -free play outdoors,
40 minutes of rest; a snack and preparation for dismissal. Although
teachers were scheduled to conduct a fifteen minute review activity in
the afternoon to reinforcl the lessons of the day, this frequently did
not occur due to extension of the nap period.

B. The Nature -af the Communicative Episodes

Given the differences in approaches and activities used in each of
the preschool models discussed in Section A, it might be expected that

the_communication strategies employed by the preschool children par-
tiCipating in these models differed. This section discusses similarities
and differences in the structure of communicative episodes at each site;

While the focus of the discussion is on the ptincipal interaction



Table 1: Target-initiated vs: other-initiated episodes
by speech p-rtner in Head Start sites:

TARGET

CORPUS CHRISTI

53

AdUlt 42

Peer 39

No One in Particular 19

DTHER 47

Adult 63

Peer 37

TOTAL 100

Adult 52

Peer 38

4o One in Particular 10

3 ;

EAST LOS ANGELES

44

RIO GRANDE CITY

46

48 32

30 42

22 26

56 54

71 84

29 16

100 100

61 60

29 28

10 12



strategies employed by the children, the components of each move of the
communicative episode are compared. Finally, the differences in the
experiences of children in Head Start will be examined in light of
their interactions in first grade classrooms.

1. The Opening Move

Table 1 presents the relative_frequencies of communicative episodes
by initiator and speech partner. As can be seenat all sites the
sample thildrent speech was divided fairly equally between other- and
target-initiated episodesi with target-initiated episodes predominating
at Corpus Christi and other-initiated episodes forming the majority of
interactions at the other two sites: Of the target-initiated episodes,
those addressed to no one in particular represented a relatively small
;10-12%) percentage of the total number of initial communicative acts:
Differences among the sites in the orientation toward adults or peers;--k
consistent with the structure of the models, are also evident.

At the Corpus Christi site, there was a relatively greater frequen-
Cy of episodes with peers than -at the other two sites. This_reflects
both the structure Of the model and the way in which it was implemented
at Corpus Christi; Since a larger proportion of time was spent in
free play sessions at Corpus Christi than at the other sites, the chil=
dren interacted more. fr'equently with each other. Thus, Corpus Christi
also had the highest proportion of other-initiated speech by peers. The
irregular implementation of the adult-led language-focused group ses-
sions, discussed previously; contributed to the lower percentage of
other-initiated interactions at this site.

The remaining two sites were similar in their patterhs of initia-
tion and speech partner. Both_were more adult centered than Corpus
Christ), contributing to the higher percentages of adult=initiated
episodes. At Rio Grande City, for example, as much of the class time
was spent working at centers with adults, over 80% of ocher- initiated
speech was begun by adults. Similarly, at East Los Angeles where the
Head Start clay- included a number of adult-led activities, higher per-
centages were found. The Rip Grande City sample children, however,
seemed less oriented to adultt in the_ interactions that they themselves
initiated; as inc:icated by the fict that unlike tne_other sites their
target-initiated interactions with peers consistently outnumbered those
with adults.

Additional differences related to the speech partner -iere found
when the language of the interactions was investigated; Table 2 pre-
sents the relative frequencies of the mode of the communicative episodes
at each site As evident from the table, episodes beginning with a non-
verbal_move were relatively infrequent, accounting for less than 15% of
the episodes -at any one site. There were, however, considerable dif-
ferences in language usage patterns, reflecting the differences -in

sociocultural milieu#and the make-Up of the classroom in terms of
language proficiency.



Rib Grande_City_Wat the only Site at which the sample children used
Spanish a majority of the time Fiftyfive percent of all episodes over
the course of the preschool year took plate in Spanish at that site.
These percentages tend_to understate the general use of Spanish, how-
ever; as at the beginning of the year nearly three-fourths of the
English language-use was accounted for by three of the eight Rio Grande City
children -- those that entered. preschool with communicative abilities in
Erglish (Chesterfield et al:, 1982)`; B' the end of _the year the prop=
ress of the remaining five children at Rio Grande City was evident in
the fact that they accounted for nearly SO% of the English episodes.

Another distinguishing characteristic of the language_usage at-Rio
_ _

Grange City was tnat among themselves, children tended to speak_Spanish:
Thit is eVideht fromthe_ fatt that while the percentage of_other-
initiated episodes -was almost :qually distributed between Spanish and
English; the majority of targetrinitiated_episOdeS at that site was in
Spanish; a trend not found at the Other sites. ThUs, in_the_predomi=
nantly Spanish-speaking environment of Rio Grande City; English when
used was; for most children, the language to be used with adultt; where-
as Spanish was the language of peer interaction.

At the remaining two sites; Spanish-initiated episodes made up
ap070.Aimately one third of all communicative ei5isodes; with Corpus
ChriSti_accoUnting for the least amount of Spanish spoken: In contrast

tb Rib Grande City, at Corpus Christi the adult generally took the
iinitiative in interacting in Spanish with the children; This is shown

by the fact that at this site other- initiated episodes accounted for by
addltt_WereTi4re often in Spanish than were target-initiated episodes
inVolVin adultt._ This reflects the teachers' attempts to use Spanish
during the Spanish language circle times. However, many of the chil-
dren came to prefer the use of English among themselves in the class-

room and tended to use thiS language even during Spanish language_
sessions: The only exceptiont to this were two Spanish=pre-Wring
children (Ramona and Julio) whb entered school with lfttle or no
proficiency in English and accounted for the majority of the target-
initiated episodes in Spanish atthat site.

Given the number of children at the East Los Angeles site who

entered the Head Start year with no measurable oral proficiency ih_ _

EngliShi_the high percentage of English episodes is surprising. ThiS

is explained in Oart6 however, by the individual differences among__
the children. The high_number of target-initiated episodes in English

reflects the skewing ihflUence of two very verbal m000lingual English,

preferring girls (Carmen and Susan). These children, unlike their
Spanish-preferring peers; tended to initiate interactions and together

accounted for a large part of the target- initiated episodes in English;

Spanish; on the other hand, was used more frequently in other=initiated

episodes than in target-initiated ones; Thit4 as in the case of Corpus
Christi, reflects the *eachers' emphasis on the use of Spanish or simul-

taneous translation wh2n addressing the children who were predominantly

Spanish = - preferring.
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The choice of language, then, at all sites, was closely related to
differences in the nature of the activities engaged in and to the level
of English proficiency of the children. These same factors influenced
the different ways in which children interacted with peers arid adults;
that is, the strategies they used

2; ThP Target Move

Table 3 presents the relative frequency of the top ten strategies
occurring across all the sites in both_languages. As can be seen,
formulaic expressions and verbal attention_ getters were the strategies
employed most consistently_at_each site, with_both ranking among the
top three strategies -in relative frequency of use- during -the Head Start
year._ The way in which these strategies were used was also similar at
all of the sites. Thus, they will be discussed separately before
comparisons of the patterns of interactional-Strategies for each site
are made.

a Verbal_Attention_Gettens

Children at the Head Start level generally used verbal means to
attract attention as evident from that fact that there was a consistent-
ly higher percentage of verbal to nonverbal attention getters. As

might be expected,_it was at the two sites where target-initiated inter-
actions were more frequent -- Rio Grande City and Corpus Christi -- that
the proportion of verbal attention getters to total strategies was
greatest.

The form of verbal attention getting was similar_across all sites,'
With peers; children tended to use a directive plus the name of the
Child they were addressing, as in "Mira, MandO," or "lbOk it," and
"Hey; Mark," With adults; the directive was often dropped, and children
used the formal designation for the adult at that site. At East Los
Angeles and Corpus Christi this was "teacher " while at Rio Grande City
it was the use of the regional "Miss,"

The language of the attention getting device was consistent with
the language usage patterns discussed earlier. At both Rio Grande City
and EaSt Los Angeles, especially at the beginning of the year; verbal
attention getters accounted_for a low percentage of verbal strategies--
in English -- 5% and 7%_-- but rose dramatically in the spring. Chil-

dren at these sites used primarily Spanish to establish contact with
peers and adults in the claisroom throughout the -year. In the spring,
however; the use of verbal attention getters in English increased
dramatically.

b. Formulaic Expressions

Formulaic expressions, even at the beginning of the year, accounted
for 16, 16, and 25% respectively of English strategies at Corpus

()
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Table : Target-initiated Y . other-initiated episodes

ARGET

by language in Head Start sites.

; CORPUS CHRISTI EAST LOS -ANGELES RIO GRANDE CITY

%

English 60 63 33

Spanish 26 28 64

Nonverbal 14 9 3

THER

English 57 53 46

Spanish 34 38 47

Nonverbal 9 9 7

DTAL

, English 58 57 40

Spanish 30 34 55

Nonverbal 12 9 5



Table 3 : Comparison of most frequentlyi

occurring strategies by Head Start site

Time I

CORPUS CHRISTI

Tim 1- UP

XRUMILIMMEW

-.2

E

3

S T ESTEST
VEPBAL STRATEGIES % % % 1

q
, % % % %

Repeti t ion 24 31 21 21 19 18 25 27 19

Attention Getters 27 20 19 23 9 14 25 16 17

,

Neportzation

Formulaic Expression

4

16 2

2

9

7

14

6

16

5

10

5

15

2

7

3

10

Elaboration 9 22 10 7 16 6 8 19 8

One Word Answer 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 2

Talk to Self 2 3 2 1 1 1

Role Play 5 6 4 1 6 2 3 6 3

tIOHOBAL STRATEGIES

AVOid0c6 NA' NA 5 NA NA 6 NA NA 6

Mink NA NA 5 NA NA 8 NA NA 7

Attention Getter NA NA 5 NA NA 4 NA NA 5

IdentifiCatiOn NA NA 5 NA NA 5 NA NA 5

Includes those verbal strategies which represent at least 10% of strategies in the target language for

at least one site: strategies are those accounting for at least 5% of the total language at

any one site. Percentages do not add to 100% due to less comlonly occurring strategies not shown here,

2

Represents percentage of the total Spanish strategies;

4

Represents percentage of all verbal and nonverbal strategies

Represents percentage of the total English strategies,

5

"NA" designates not applicable,
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VERBAL STRATEGiES

Repetition

Attention Getter;

Memriation

Formulaic Expression

Elaboration

One Word Answer

Talk to Self

Rol e play

NONVIRRAL STPATEGJH

Table 3 continued

EAST LOS ANGELES

Ti Me 1
Ti_me_ 1 1 . . _ Total Time 1 1 Time 11

S3 T4 E S T E S T

di

t

7 ti 10 7 9

11 6 14 22 12 11 17

/
/ 1 3

16
[i1

,,, 10 7 13

40 37 31 27 24 34 40

22 i, 15 22 8 13 14

6 12 10 3

2 1 14

Avoidance NA

Mi

At1enfion Getter NA

Identification NA

6

10

0

29

10

7

3

NA NA NA 8 NA NA

NA i NA NA 1 NA NA 1

Ni) 3 NA NA 1 NA NA
0
l.

NA
`s

NA NA 8 NA NA 6



VERBAL STRATEGIES

Repetition

Attention Getters

Memorization

Formulaic Expression

w Elaboration

One Word Answer

Talk to Self

ROI e Play

NONVERBAL STRATEGIES

Table 3 continued

RIO GRANDE CITY

rye 1 Ttor It Total Tim i &lime 11

E2 s3 T4
E S'TE S T.

% % % % % % % % %

18 23 18 23 16 16 21 20 .

17

31 18 14 22 15 10 29 16

17 6 10 18 14 13 17 10 11

25 11 16 13
1,
13

11
11 19.L1., 12 13

4 2 3 9 7 7 7 5 5

1 4 2 1 3 2

2 1 2 1

S 3 1 6 3

Avoidance NA NA 5 NA NA 1 NA NA

Mime NA NA 2 NA NA 4 NA NA

Attention setter NA NA I NA NA 1 NA NA 1

IdentifiCatiOn NA NA 4 NA NA 2 NA NA 3



Christi East Los Angeles,_and Rio Grande City. It was at Rio Grande

City, the site in which the English language proficiency of the chil-

dren was the least developed; that formulaic expressions in English

accounted fbr the greatest percentage of strategies over the entire

Head Start_year. TypiCal_of the use of formulaic expressions by chil-

dren with little oral proficiency in English was the following example

taken from Rio Grande City. Miguel -was a Spanish-preferring child who

entered Head Start with no measurable oral proficiency in English.. By

the end of the year, however, he hadsuccessfully incorporated certain

English expressions into his repertoire, especially those that helped

him to regulate games.

(Three children are gathered at a small table, playing

With puzzles.)

Miguel: Yo le voY a ganar.

Yolanda: Yb sang este (referring to puzzle the heS

worked on previously).

Miguel: Este puzzle- no sive ( sirve).

Yolanda: Si, sirve.

Lupe: Yo gine.

Miguel: (Protests) No, no dije 'ready let's go.'

Teacher: (Interrupts exchange by putting on HOkey Pokey

record and encouraging group:)

EverybOdy wake up!

Lupe: (Trades puzzles with Yolanda, and begins:)

Mark, go.

The function of the formulaic expression within this Spanish con-

versation is striking. Miguel had correctly associated thegameregula

tor "Ready; let's go" with situations in which a race was -about to begin.

It represented a memorized phrase which he inserted into hiS predominant-

ly Spanish repertoire to manage_play. His Spanish-preferring classmate;

Lupe, on the other hand, had only memorized selected parts of the phrase;

The use of formulaic or routine expressions was not confined to

English. At two of the three sites, approximately 10% of the strategies

in Spanish '"re -of this type; Most of these were accounted for by

Spanish-pre ....ring children Given that the Head Start children were

still in the process -of acquiring both
English -and their first language,

these data suggest then, that the use of forMulaic expressions is an

important first language strategy also.

The relative frequency of use of the remaining strategies relates

to the differences in the experiences provided by the bilingual

,An1r Thlic the narticular strategies used by children



c. Corpus Christi

. . The most common_ strategy at Corpus_Christi .accounting, for the
highest percentage of both Spanish and English at both data collection

periods -- was repetition; Given the emphasis of the model on the use of
concrete objects for vocabulary building; the teachers frequently used
modelling and eliciting repetition of words and phrases in their small
group language activities. Theyitnemselvesalso frequently repeated

after the children: The following example was typital of the vocabulary
building technique used by teachers at Corpus Christi. It occurred

during a Spanish language circle time in which the teacher_was focusing
on fruits with bilingual English-preferring children such as Ruth. As

was common, the teacher used the concrete objects, fruitt'themselves,
in the lesson.

Ruth: (Eats her slice of orange)

Teacher: iComo se llama esta, Doris

Doris: Naranja

Teacher: (With a grapefruit)
LComo se llama esta, Max?

Robby: Toronja

Max: 'Ororja

Teacher: ZComo se llama, Jose?

Ruth: (With others)

Toronja

Teacher: (With an orange)

ZY esta?

Ruth: Orange

Teacher: Na-ran-ja

Ruth: (With others)

Na-ran-R,

Here, the teacher structured the lesson around the fruits which she

displayed to the children._ She_checked.each child's_ understanding of

the lesson. by asking_each individually the same questik --_%Como se
llama?"_ The adaptation to the routine is reflected in the factthat
the Children frequently spontaneously repeated in unison after the
teacher; even without the teacher's soliciting to-do- so. Max repeats

after his friend Robby answers his question for hit.

The teachers frequently carried over this teaching technique to

other activities, and the children resnonded in the same way; During__
play time, for example; when Johnny ana Ricardo; a Spanish-preferring

^m1^,,nei +kn 4ritn



Aide: (Holds some green clay and asks:)
What color is it?

Johnny: Red

Ricardo: Red

Aide: (Looks at the clay)

ZQue color es?

Johnny: Green

Ricardo: Green

Aide: (Hands them clay and responds:)
OK

Here, ,Ricardo spontaneously repeated his peer's incorrect answer. When
the teacher indirectly indicated their error and repeated the question
in Spanish, Ricardo used the same strategy.

d. _East Los-Angeles

The singularity of the consistentuse of the open-ended questioning
method directed by.the model at this site, described previously, tended

to elicit two predominant strategies in response to the teacher'
question. This is evidenced_by the fact that over one-third of
strategiesused_at East Los Angeles at both time periods were accounted
fOi- by elaboration and one word answers. A typical communicative se-
quence at this site took_ the form of question-answer-question-answer in
Which the feedback move by the initiator; the teacher; consisted of
another question based on the initiating question. Each question was
designed to elicit further elaboration on the previous statement by the
child. The communicative episodes resulting from this method can best
be exemplified by a comparison of an identical context at Corpus Christi
and East Los Angeles. Each of the examples that follows took place in
a planning period at the beginning of the day. This aotivitycommom to
both models, occurred in a small group situation in which the teacher
worked individually with each child. In both cases, the activity was
designed to encourage the children's decision-making ability by per-
mitting them their choice of task and play area. The two preschool_
girls included in these examples, Ramona and Alicia, were both Spanish-
preferring children_whO interacted infrequently with their peers and
were generally considered shy and withdrawn;

Corpus Christi:

Teacher: Where are you going to go?

Ramona: High water

Teacher: LiDonde?



Ramona: Watei. play

Teacher: Bueno

RdMona: (Leaves for the Sand and wate)'. area)

East Los Angeles:

Teacher: 06nde vas a trabajar?

Alicia: (No response)

Teacher: Wande vas a trabajar?

Alicia: Area de arte

Teacher: Ode vas a hacer? What are you going to do?

Alicia: Hacer y pegar

Teacher: CHacer y pegar qde?

Alicia: Voy a pegar palitos.

Teacher: 06nde vas a pegar? Where are you going

to glue it?

Alitia: (No response)

Teacher: Ode vas a usar?

Alicia: Papel orange

Teacher: Anaranjado. Ode vas a hacer? What are you

going to make? . .

Ih both examples, the children preferred to answer with_a,minimal

response. The teachers' responses to the children at the two sites,

however; differed dramatically; At Corpus_Christii Ramona answered the

teacher's question with an enigmatic, pidginized response. The teacher

immediately switched to the child's preferred language to asst
and when Ramona only repeated her original answer,_the

teacher provided the correct term. Without prompting by the adult,_

Ramona reputed the proper term; which the teacher evaluated in _a feed=

back move with "bueno" and Ramona left. Once the instructor had-suc-

cessfully interpreted the child's response; the episode ended, with

Ramona's participation in the episode limited to mere repetition of her

own and the teacher's utterance.

At East Los Angeles, on the other hand, the episode was longer and

resulted in_Alicia's elaboration of an initial thought. With the

exception of one turn; all of the teacher's utterances were questions
which rephrased and expanded on the child's preceding utterance so as to

:encourage Alicia's use_of language. Since Alitia's ability in English

was limited at this point of the year, the _teacher used WH-questions,

whereas later in the year or with more proficient children she would



of the children and their socialization into the routine of the daily
question-answer session made them more likely to elaborate automatically
on their responses. This is exemplified_in the following episode from

the spring in andther planning session with the same child, Alicia.

Teacher: ZAd6nde vas? Where are you going?

Alicia: Area de la casita para cocer huevos. (She

gets up and points to chips which will serve
as eggs)

Voy a usar . . . chile, zanahoria y pepino.

Teacher: CY desoLles? What is your second plan?

Alicia: Area de arte. Vey a hacer un libro y una casa

eon techo.

Teacher: 2.Que vas a usar?

Alicia: Crayolas, marcadoras . . . con dos ventanas y

arbor es, dos arboles . . . es todo.

Although Alicia continued to use Spanish, she spontaneously added in-
formation about the activities she planned to pursue in each area. She

did this for both plans and finished the sequence by anticipating the

next question.

in contrast to the East Los Angeles site, where all but one of the

sample children used elaboration in English, the use of thit strategy

in English at other sites was confined to very few children.

e: Rio Grande City

The relative frequency of the strategy of memorization distin-

guished Rio Grande City from the other two models; This strategy

accounted for 10% and 13% of total strategies at Times I and II

respectively, whereas it reached a maximum of only 5% at any time period

at the. other sites. The_eurriqulm.model's emphasis on preliteracy and
ptemath activities affected the children's use of strategies. Much of

the children's use of English related to premath was structured to
encourage memorization of the sequence of numbers. The example of

Janet; -a Spanish- preferring child who entered preschool with some
proficiency -in English, typified the memorization strategy used by many

of the children at'thiS site.

Teacher: (Asks the children in English if they
have tricycles)

Janet: (Nods)

Teacher: (Asks how many wheels the cars they saw

in the oarkina lot had)



Janet Round

Teacher: How many trucks?

Jahet: One, two, three, foUri fiVe

Teacher: (Asks if there was a white truck)

Janet: No

Teacher: (Asks if there was a green truck)

Janet: Yes

TeaCher: Uh hUh (Then atkt if there was a black one)

Janet: (Shakes head)
Mi poppy trae una

Here, in the same sequence, Janet used a memorization strategy twice to
respond to the teacher's questions. Each time the teacher asked her a
"how many" question demanding a number; Janet recited aloud the sequence
of numbers in English to arrive at the correct answer. This was in
contrast to the strategies- she -used to respond to the teacher's ques-
tions regarding concepts of color andshape, where twice she responded
with one word; and once elaborated, with a mixture of English.

At this site; teachers frequently used alphabet cards for letter
recognition. Bonita was one of the few Rio Grande City Spanish-
preferring children who entered preschool with some measurable oral
proficiency in English. Her participation in these letter recognition
exercises serves to typify the experigncesencouraged by the model: At

the beginning of the year she was observe4 proudly displaying her name
card on her CUbbyhOle to her sister and saying "Aqui dice mi nombre;"
Later in the year, she was_Observed in. a sma71 group exercise in which
the teacher used English alphabet/picture cards supplied by the model to
drill preliteracy skills involvi'ng letter recognition.

Teacher: What is this ? ._(Holds up F card featuring
picture of a flame)

GrOup: Fire

Bonita: F

Teacher: (Displays P card and asks Fala for word
beginning with P)

Fala: Patti

Bonita: (With otherS)
Patti

Teacher: (Holds up T card)

Bonita: T - table



.4ere Bonita exhibited her socialization into the routine of the exercise
by automatically blurting out the beginning letter of the word before
the teacher elicited it. As was commonly done by all the children at
her site, she repeated the answer of her peer, Fala.

The focus of the model being implemented at_Rio Grande City on
premath and preliteracy was emphasized when the frequency with which
children at the three sites were exposed to activities involving such
content was compared. Chi-square analyses revealed significant
differences favoring the Rio Grande City children over those of the
other two models in terms of their relative exposure to premath and
preliteracy activities.

3. The Response Move

The previous discussion has shown that each model tended to
encourage the use of a distinct strategy characterizing that model. An
important question still remaining is whether the use of different
strategies resulted in different typesaf communicative ePitadet. As
evident from Table 4, .nonsequences_preiominated over communicative
sequences at.all sites-. East Cos. Angeles, however, had a consistently
higher ratio of sequences to_fionsequences than the Other' two sites;
This would seem_to be a result of the questionanswer teaching technique
of the model being implemented at that site. This technique -encouraged
the_strategy of elaboration on the part of the children; That the
activities and related strategies at East Los Angeles supported com-
municative sequences or longer communicative episodes is fLAher shown
by the average number of turns involving the target child in each
episode; At East Los Angeles there was a substantial increase in the
nUMber of turns whereas at the other sites it remained unchanged.

The patterns at Rio Grande City and Corpus ChriSti are also -con=
sistent with the strategies and activities encouraged at_thote sites.
Communicative episodes at_these sites resulted in communicative se-
quences only about one-third of the time. Thit Suggestt that Strategies;
such as memorization -and repetition, which characterized those sitesi
do not lead to sustained- interaction as they may not elicit a feedback
;move. In addition, Rio Grande City, of all sites, had the shortest
average number of turns by the target child in sequences; Thusia
highly structured classroom schedule which involves the children
throughout the day in regular tasks may reduce the length of conversa-
tions among both adults and peers.

4. The Head Start Experience and_Communication_in Firs_t_Grade

The discussion in the previous subsections has pointed out that
there were important differences in the nature of the communicative



Table 1 : OverjeW of coinunka Li ye episodes

in Head Start sites

Hsode

CORPUS CHRISTI

e I Time II

EAST LOS ANGELES

Time I Time II

SeQuence 34 38 47 42

nsequincë 66 62 58

Juder of

lurns 2.0 2.0 9 9
C,L J

RIO GRANDE CITY

Ti Ii

35 39

65 61

Li ii



tests were performed; comparing children who participated in the models
to matched children at the same sites who did not. The pairs of

_

children were compared on the frequency of several observed behaviors
related to classroom communication. These_ comparisons included the
proportion of otheNto target-initiated episodes; the percentage of
English strategies tc total_Ute of interaction strategies; the total
number of different strategies used during the first grade year; the
relative frequency of strategies to functions; the use of predominant
strategies at each site; the ratio of sequences to nonsequences, and
the average number of turns per sequence; As shlwn-in Table 5, with
the exception of one measure at Rio Grande City, no significant
differences were found between the two groups of children at any__Of the
sites: Similarly; when growth in English language prOficiency of the
matched pairs at the end of the first grade year was compared, there
were no significant differences between the two groups at any_site.
(Appendix B provides the summary data reldted to these comparisons.)

Thus; it appears that the differences found in the communicative
experiences of children who participated in different preschool models
did not serve to distinguish them from their counterparts at the same
Site. This would seem to be at least in part a result of the differences
in the classroom environments in which the sample children were located
in first grade. A description of tne experiences of the sample children
in different typ:s of classrooms is fbund in the succeeding chapter;

Summary.

Both similarities and differences were found in the nature of the
communicative episodes involving those sample children who participated
in experimental bilingual bicultural curric':la during Head Start.
Reanalysis o- the observational data gathered during Juarez and
Associates'evaluation of these curriculum models showed that the 23
children forming part of the sam 'ile for the present study generally
employed the same interaction strategies: The relative frequency with
which these strateies were employed was; however; influenced by the
classroom experiences emphasized by each of the curriculum models. The
question-answer-question-answer technique called for by the model being
implemented in East Los Angeles led to relatively greater use of
elaboration by children at that site. This technique ilso encouraged
longer communicative episodes involving the target children than were
observed at the other sites. The emphasis given to premath and
preliteracy skills by the model being impl ented at Rio Grande City
resulted in relatively greater use of the memorization strategy by _

children at that Site. In addition_, Children at_this_site_engaged in
communicative episodes related to these skills with significantly
greater_freqUenCy than_did_children at the other sites; Children par -
ticipating in the model being implemented at Corpus Christi had
relatively more frequent communicative episodes with peers than did
children at the other two sites and a more balanced use of the most
general strategies; The attention given to vocabulary building through
modelling encouraged the use of repetition by the Corpus Christi chil-
dren: When children at each site were compare,' a matched sample of
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Table 5 Chi square assessment of the di fferences

in performance of the experimental and control children on

selectLq.1 characteristics of the communicative episode,

VARIABLE

Average number of turns per

sequence

Proportion of sequences to

nonsequences

Proportion of tartet to

other initiated episodes

Proportion of strategies to

functions

Numberf different strategies
in English

Percentage of strategies in

Engl ish

se of the predominant?

strategy

Corpus Christi East .:s Angeles

1.14 .28

.31 08

.70 3.00

300 .70

.82 .10

.00 .28

.28 .25

Rio Grande City

Significance at the p ,05 level.

2

The predominant strategies were as follows: Corpus Christi = repetition, East Los Angeles

elaboration; and Rio Grande City mewl za tion.

.82

5.3.21

3.00

.82

.10

.10

.00



Children as to, their communicative experiences in first grade, there
appeared to be no lasting tffectt of the differencet obterved between
models.
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IV. THE FIRST GRADE EXPERIENCE

This chapter is divided into two main sections: the First Grade
Settings and the Nature of the Communicative Episode: The first sec-
tion summarizes the characteristics of the schools and the schedule of
activities in each of the classrooms containing sample children. It

shows that the organization of activities and the contexts in which
such activities occurred were similar at all sites.- The major differ=
ence between sites was in the spatial arrangement_of the classrooms,
whereas the difference in classrooms across the sites was the medium of
instruction.

The second section discusses the findings of the -study related to
the nature of the communicative episodes observed -in -first grade
classrooms. it is organized in terms of the model of a communicative
episode presented previously. Thus, the section begins with a discus-
sion of the opening move; A general characterization of the opening
move in the tee types of classrooms under investigation is followed
by a detailed analysis of contextual differences related to this com-
ponent of the communicative episode; Subsequent subsections dealing with
the target move and its related strategies and the response move; follow
the same format. Detailed frequency counts are presented and; where
appropriate, complemented by descriptive data gathered during the obser-
vation process.

A. The First Gi-ade Settings

1. Corpus Christi

In Corpus Christi; sample children were found in four of the city's
sixty grammar schools. Each school was in. a Mexican American neighbor-
hood and the vast majority of the more than 600 students distributed
from kindergarten _throughsixthgrade at each school was of this ethnic
group. Principals at three of the schools were Mexican Americans while
a Black held that post at the fourth school. k..-Mexican Americans held
most of the administrative, instructional and custodial positions at all
Of the schools.

Although schOols varied in architectural design, all served chil=
dren in kindergarten through sixth grade and contained a playground
area; a library; and_a cafeteria /-auditorium fatility in additiOn to
classrooms and adMinistrative offices. The_eight first-grade class-
rooms containing sample children were similar in physical arrangement.
As can be seen from Figure 3; children's desks were grouped in small
clusters in the center of the room, with a.second area used primarily for
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teacher - directed small group activities, and a third organized for small
groups of childrentowork alone.1 matei-ialt were stored in cabinets
around the rooms and all classrooMt contained the typical displays of thealphabet and numbers, children's work; and holiday decorations.

Although most of the average Of:twenty-five children in each_class-
room came from home environments in which Spanish was spoken, English
was the_- predominant mediUM 6-1 instruction in all classrObms'2' More_
than 95% of all Observed teacher verbal interactions with the sample
children in all classrOOMs was in English. Six claSSrOOMs_had a "bilin-
gual program" in -which the teacher used Spanish in COhdUcting a language
arts _lesson on alternate dais with the few largely monolingual Spanish
children in each classroom;e During these periods the other- children
(including all of the sample children) in the ClattrOOMs would generally
have a reading or math lesson to complete at their Seats; Other activi-
ties were conducted in English and the,Spahith=speaking children were
generally addressed_by_the teacher in Ehglith. The children not recei-
ving Spanish language_arts were seldom ObterVed to interact in either
English or Spanish with the children participating in these activities.

All of the teachers in the bilingual Classrooms as well as one
other teacher were Mexican AfteriCah women who spoke English and SpaniSh.
The remaining four teachert Were Anglo women who did not speak Spanish;
Only two of the classrooms had aides present in the rooms; as aides_at
each school were generally provided per grade level to make materials
for all classrooms.

The schools operated from 8:15 AM to 3:00 PM. Openihg exercises
consisting of the flag salute followed'by a song, a review of the date
and the instructions forthe day's activities_ began the school dayin

i
each classroom; These_were carried out as a large group activity in
Which children volunteered answers or repeated in unison; A physical
education period followed the opening activities. In all schools this
period was taught by specialistS and consisted of calisthenics and
organized games_ which allowed thethildreh little opportunity to con=
verse among themselves. On the thildren's return to class after the
thirty to forty minute exercise period, they engaged in language arts
activities in a combinion of small group and seat work. While one of
the three readinc growp_. in each class worked with the teacher, the
other groups com7jeted assignments at their seats. The groups were ro-
tated so that e= n group worked with the teacher during this period._
The activities th_small groups were organized around the teacher making
requests of individual children in a sequential manner. Children
working at their desks often went to the teacher to ask questions but
were discouraged from interacting among themselves. _Lunch was the next
period. Children were leadto the cafeteria whet-e they had 30 minutes
in -which to eat; They were encouraged to CoMplete_their lunches in
Silence so as not to disturb nearby classes. Childreh were allowed to
drink water and go_to the bathroom before returning to class but did
not have a recess period. The after=1Unch class schedule consisted of
math lessins conducted in a_small group -seat work combination, a fan-
puage arts activity, and social Studies, science and' art/music lessons
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all conducted in large group. In bilingual classt-obtt on alternate. dayt the Spanish language arts activity took the_plate of one of thelatter three periods for Spanish monolingual Children, Dismissaloccurred in the last five minutes of the schOol day. The teachershanded out papers and called children up by rows to exit as the bellrang.

2; East_Los Angeles

Sample children in East Los Angeles were found in a single elemen-tary school. The school lay about six blocks from the tWo_preschoolsattended by_the Sample children located in apredominantly MexicanAmerican_neighborhood_of single family dwellings. Almost all of thenearly 800 Students enrolled in kindergarten through fOUrth grade wereMexican_Americanias were the principal and support staff; About halfof the instructional staff was Mexican American.

The school consisted of a main building of two stories whichhbUsed classrooms, adminittrative offices and -the library; a number ofpermanent structures, and prefabricated bungalOWt containing clatSrobts,a_Cafeteria and two large playing areas. There were four first gradeclassrooms in the SCh-Obl. Three of these were combined classrocms withtwo teachers and approximately sixty students sharing space, _Al:houghviewed by the administration as single entities; common activities werelimited to opening/roll call and a feW large group activities. Each
iteacher in these Classrooms identified as their children th-ose with whomthey worked throughout the day and the Mode of instruction differed foreach member of the teaching team. In each case; one of -the teachers wasa Mexican AMerican who was bilingual in Span;Th and Englith, Theseteachers' classes were made up of children cf ssmited_Ehglish proficien-cy,and language arts_activitet were conducted iarily in Spanish.Spanish, made up between 35% and 80% of the served verbal into-acti-oh by the teachers in thete_Clastrooms. T; =.e-c.Ond gather in eachof these_classroomswas a monolingual English skt..- Whr 4orked withbilingual and English monolingual children. in se clas-ooms morethan 98% of the teachers' verbal interactions we h.3

The fourtilciassroom had a tingle bilingual t.h8'r i-lhb ::aught aClassroom of approximately thirty limited EngliS;,-ai-::g ar:6 bilingualchildren. Although English predominated it thiS_-cas571(.1'(at least 71%Of the teacher's observed episodes with the Sa7101e lessOntwere conducted in both Spanish and English.

Classrooms differed from those at Other sites in that, with_C-be
exception; children did not have assigned desks but rotated to different
tables for various small group and seatwork,actiVitiet. Large groupactivities were generally conducted on a_cehtral_Ug area_ Figure 4ShOw8 the general lay=out of the-se classrooms. Also all class-
rooms at this site had a bilingual aide for at least half a day.

(Th'
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These individuals participated in small group activities at one of the
tables in addition to making Materials.

The school day began at 8:15 AM and ended at 2:15 PM. In order
to provide individual instruction in language arts, all Of_the Clast4
rooms followed a staggered schedule four days a_week in which half of
the Children arrived at 8:15 AM and left at 1:15 PM and the other
half arrived at 9:15 Aland left at 2:15 PM. The former group had lan-
guage arts_in small group during the_first hour -of class and the latter
had -it ddring the last hour of the_afternoon; As at the other sites,
children rotated by reading group for a session with the teacher and
did assigned work during the remainder of the periock 1n:contrast to
other sites, however, children remained in their reading group and
worked by themselves or with an aide at one of the tables when not with
the teacher; This arrangement made conversations among children easier
at this site than at the others, thus a greater number of communicative

episodes resulting in communication sequences occurred here. Opening
activities took place at 9:_15 AM after the arrival of_all the children.
In all classes, this included roll call and a discussion of the day's
activities. Classrooms varied, however, on the time devoted to review
of_the calendar_and associated activities. Whatever the content in-
VOlved, the activity was conducted as_a large group with -the children
repeating and volunteering answers. A shOrt recess of 15 minutes char-
acterized by child-child interaction followed this period. On returning
to class, children generally participated in mathematics activities.
These began as a large group during which the teacher gave an expla-
nation; Children then carried out their work in small groups; Erglish
was the primary language of instruction for this activity in five of
the seven classes; The period following mathematics was normally devo-
ted to physical education in which the teacher led the children in orga-
nized games or dance activities. Lunch followed; Children generally
finished their lunches in ten minutes and spent most of the hour-long
period at recess. The initial classroom _activity in the 'afternoon (after
a short quiet period in some classroomS) was normally_a science,_ social
studies or art activity conducted at the learning centers. A short
dismissal followed fcr the early arrivals in which children returned
work and materials to cubby holes, gathered belongings and lined up at
the_dOOr to be dismissed by the teacher. Late arrivals then participated
in language arts activities in small groups.

3. Rib Grande City

The three public eler,ientary schools located within the city
lmits provided the sample children at this site. The schools ranged in
size from 300 to 1,000 students. Two were located in residential
neighborhoods while the third was part of a complex housing a variety of
county offices,_ social service adenciesand_the city's junior and senior
high schools. Consistent with the ethnic characteristicsof the city
in general almost all of the students, support staff, and teachers
were mekitah American. Two_of_the three principals were Mexican Ameri-
can whereas the third was Anglo.
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The tWo smaller schools were similar in terms of facilitiet. BOth
consisted of one main building housing offices_and Clattrobms, a sepa-
rate_cafeteria, and portable buildings containing resource rooms and
special programs; Each had a large area_bf_open land which servedas a
playground and both were visited regularly by a bookmobile: The third
consisted of a four=building complex of two story buildings; This
complex, connected by_covered walkWayt, contained classes of children
from preschool tb_tWelfth grade,_scho administrative offices, a
library, and a cafeteria. The playground stretched the length of two
football fieldt, hoWever a small section adjacent to their clatSroomt
was reserved for firtt graders,

The arrangement_of the six first grade classrooms in which sample
children were found it_thOWn in Figure 5. It differed from the other
sites in that_all had individual child- sized.desks arranged in rows fac-
ing a front blackboard. One or two small tables locatId at the side or
back -of the room were used for small group activities. 4_ Classrooms were
small compared to those at other sites, allowing only abbut one foot -of
tpace between desks. Ample space for movement was, hOweveri available
on the sides of the room. All contained the usual variety of wall
deocrations and materials.

Each_of the classrooms ranged in number from 28 to 31 students;
All but one was composed mainly of children of limited English profi-
ciency and these children received instruction in both Spanish and
English_ language arts. Teacher use of Spanish in these six classrooms
ranged from:20% to 51%. The seventh classroom was composed largely of
bilingual children and Englis' the language of instructign, with 96%
of the teacher's verbal inter xis being in that language.'

All of the teachers were bilingual Mexican American women. Each
was assisted by an aide who s also bilingual. These women sometimes
assisted during small group language arts lettOnt although their prin-
cipal function was the preparation Ot materials.

The school day was from 8:30 AM to 2:45 PM at all Rio Grande City
schools. Marly:Of the children arrived early, however, to eat breakfast
in the cafeteria. The day began with opening exercises consisting of
the Pledge of Allegiance in English, singing of a patriotic song; roll
call, and_a review of the day's assignments; This period was followed
by a small group reading activity in which the teacher worked at a
table with small groups of six to nine children while others completed
a Written_assignment. Teacher-child interaction was greatest during
these peribdt, as most of the teachers went in a regular pattern around
the table calling on individual children to read or answer. This
morning small group session was an English language arts activity in all
but one class where it focused on Spanish reading skills. _A fifteen
minute recess followed, and then the children returned to langUage arts,
this time in large group. In all but the English clattroOM, this period
of about 30 minutes was devoted to Spanish l6nguage development.
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Lunch period too:: place from 11:10 AM to 12:00 noon on a staggered

schedLie such that all first grades ate in the cafeteria and played on

she playground at the same time. Lunch itself was usually over in about

20 minutes and the remaining 25 minutes were devoted to play. Cving to

the long walk to and from the cafeteria at the largest school, the

pot -lunch play period was reduced to about 15 minutes.

The afternoon sessions at all schools were devoted primarily to

ina-h and social studies, science or art periods. Math was a combination

of large group followed by seat work. In all but one classroom; the

teacher used a mixture of Spanish ana English to review the onblems for

the day. The activities following mathematics also combined large group

explanations with individual seat work. Children often solicited help

from each other or from the teachers during these periods.

All SchOOlt had an after:.:Ion break -for outside play around 2:00 PM.

This was followed by a periOd formiscellaneous activities which in-

cluded spelling quizzes; -math review, -group singing, film stHps, or

special announcements. DitMistal took place at 2:40 PM in the form of

a brief clean-up in which children put 'away materialS and gathered up

belongings prior being dismissed row bY

Na ::arc of the bommunicative_Episcae

The Openie6 Move

Eonsiste-.t patterns 'n the initiation of a communicative epi-

vie,c: found across all ciA,:.rooms. As can be seen from Table 6,

re-erdl ess oF the type of .:lassroom or the English language proficiency

of children in a given type of classroom, a majority of the com=

Turicative episodes in which sample children were involved were initi-

ed by someone else.6 This finding is consistent with that for the

d Start .
relative frequency of other-initiated episodes

, howeve. cr,nsistently higher for the first grade sample, reflecting

fl2 7reatee rpnasis on teacher-directed activities at this educational

.

expected, the predowinant mode Ft: initiating a

,:rit'riunjca:-..re episode was that which zelarcte[i:::d Ian-

_EN:children:ft Enn1ist; .flassro(zr:. ver-

almott entirely_in English. *-fe ..ljoriiy of inolVing

7P-1 .ono S. Children in _n-;l initiated in



Table 6 : Target vs: Other - Initi episodes by

claroom type; mode and child 1 arguage group.

CLASSROOM

[i:;11 Bilingual Spanish

Fa11 SPring iall Spring Spring

Other ,J1 , OthPr Target Other Target Other Tarvt, OtheiliTarT,t, Ilther Target

LANGUAGE CROUP i!
.

14

62

SP 1

SP 11

EN

Engiiii

Engli

Spanish

foolish

Spanish

0

53

1

.,0'

5

09

H,2

1

37

11

36

61

13

79

85

1

61

55

60

03

9

87

4

89

0

39

45

40

65

16

81

9

83

0

57

66

1

52

,,
A

40

43

64

27

43

34

50

29

, ,,, ,,

41

38

85

7

63

57

51

47

4?

56

30,

62

33

37

43

19

36

4 I

I:I;

13

11

62

65

3?

4

37

59

38

35

16

67

30

62

58

50

39

rt
.),

32

54

42

50

Peruntages represent total number of other initiated strategies in English: Totals do !it equal 10 owing

to the number of episodes initiated nonverbally:

UI
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cnildren in bilingual classrooms; despite being relatively proficient

in English, also exhibited a slight i;endencv to initiate episOdes in

Spanish. As will be shown, this reflects preference for their
first language in certain contexts: English was the principal language
Of i,Jtiation for the single English-preferring child in a bilingual

.iom, Almost a third of the communicative episodes directed to
by others were, however; in Spanish:

Both SP=1 and SP-2 children in Spanish classrooms were exposed
principally to episodes in Spanish. SP-2 children were; however; far
more likely to use F.,iglish or to be addressed in that language than
c4ere their less uroficient counterparts in this type of classroom.

With the exception of SP-1 children in bilingual classrooms and
the single EN child in the same classroom type; there was, a relative
increase in the target-initiated episodes from the fall to the spring
observation period for all children. In the case of the SP-2 childreni
thit would seem to be a result of an increasing ' figness to initiate

episodes in EngliSh, as the relative frequency or ,rget-initiated
episodes in that language increased across all classroom types; A

similar tendency was exhibited by SP -1 cnildren in English and bilingual
classrooms de ,,ite the lOWer overall percentage of target7initiated_
episodes in the latter. The Englithpreferring child in thebilingual
classroom exhibited a tendenty in Spanish similar to that shown by his
SP-1 counterparts in Englith. _AMOng SP=1 children in Spanish classrooms
and EN children, therelatiVe frequency of verbal target - initiated
episodes decreased slightly as these children tended to use more non-
verbal interactions at the end of the year.

The context in which the episode took place greatly influenced the

structure of the opening move: As shOWh in Table 7, the episode:
occurring in the teacher-directed activities of small group, large

group; and opening/dismissal were largely Other=inijated. Close to

60r r'f the observed episodes in these contexts for all groups of sample

children over the course of .he year were initiated by someone other

than the sample child:

The languag used in each of these irstrUctional contexts was
reflective of the predominant classroom Mode, (See Appendix C for_

information regarding language use by context.) English was the primary

language used to initiate episodes in all three teacher=orientedcontexts

in En sh classrooms: Both languaget were used to initiate communica-

tive episodes 4n these contexts in_the bilingua classrooms.

Regardless of the English languar prOfitienty Of the children in the

English and bilingual classrooms; English began the majority of both
other-initiated and target-initiated episodes in the three contexts.
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Erigl ish

(00 Fall

Sri

(N=7) m.

Spring

Swish

(.N Fall

Spring

Tabl.0 Target initiated vs. other initiated

Episodes by Context

SP If[1ILDREN

Small Group Seat Work Large Group

G T1 0

78 22 48

SI 19 49

74 26 37

77 23 56

7'1 30 42

12 41

T 0 T

52 83 17

51 76 24

63 73 32

44 88 12

58 89 11

53 83 17

ReceSS Lunch

0 T 0 T

53 4; ,32/ 68

/

41 59 / 18 52

(

52 48 \510 50

51 49 57 43

38 59 58 42

62 41 38 62

"Ou deSignateS other-initiated; HT" designates target-initiated.
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76 24
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CLASSROOMS

English

(Nil) Fal

Spring

Bilingual

N: j) Fall

Spring

Spanish

(N =2)

Fall

Spring

Table 7 continued

CRILDRE

Smal 1 Group Seat Work Large Group ReceSt Lunch Opvil!

Dismissal

al

74

69

64

84

89

46

0 T 0

26 45 55 71 49 51 53 47 68 32

31 41 59 69 31 46 54 42 58 59 41

36 40 60 85 15 39 61 52 48 53 47

16 48 52 76 24 37 63 29 71 73 27

11 45 55 85 15 48 52 38 62 84 16

54 40 60 82 18 36 64 38 62 81 19

"0" desi gnates other-i nitiated; "T" designates target.dniti ata.



EN CHILDREN

Small Group Seat Work Large Group

Crl T1 T D T

CLASSROOMS

English

7) Fall 78 22 48 52 85 15

Spring 78 22 45 55 74 26

Bilingual

(N,..i) Fall 70 30 30 70 56 46

Spring 70 30 40 "'60 71 29

Recess

Table 7 continued

Lunch apeningt
Dismissal

0 T T 0 T

46 54 48 52 88 12

44 56 48 52 82 18

50 50 50 50 27 73

33 62 54 56 44 56

1
"0" designates other-initiated; "T" designates target-initiated,



In Spanish classrooms,_ Spanish_ was tb o lcIpal language

beginning both other,initiated anditarTlet ;tinted It:

episodes in the teacher- directed small grL cohtext_dr-i!

with reading skillS._ In_the large group context; rieich of

the mathematict_and English_as a Second anguage 'n theS0

classroomS, Ehjlish and Spanish were used relatively_equall;. < are was;

however, a tendency on the -part of-both SP-1 and_SP=2 childrev these

classrboms to_faVbr English_over Spanish in the few episodes whit they

initiated during the large group context at the Spring_observan

period. EhgliSh_predomihated in other-initiated episodes during .he_

opening/ditmittal activities: 60iSodes, however, were

principally in Spanish for both groups of children in this context.

Unlike the activitiet -)rring in the teather-oriented contexts,

thOse WhiCh took place_ in t:7-6 more peer-oriented contexts of seatwork; re-

cess and lunch had a fairly even proportion of target= to other- initiated

episodet.7 The small differences favoring target=initiated episodes in

seat worki' were a result of the access all childreh_had_to the teacher as

a speech artner, a situation which did not_ekitt in the other peer-

oriented contexts. English was the usual labOage used in the_communi-

cative_epiSbdtS during -seat work involving Children of all language

proficiency groups in English classrooms BOth English and_Spanish were

common in bilingual classrooms, with Spanish predominating -among SP-1

childreh and English among SP-2's; SpaniSh was the mode used in the

vast- majority of both target-initiated and other=initiated episodes in

Spanish classrooms.

In addition, the greatest frequency of episodes initiated

verbally occurred in this context across all classroom types. The

example.; of Carlos and Jorge, two SP=1 children in bilingual classrooms,

illustrate the structure of nonverbal target-initiated and other=

initiated moves in this context.

The tEicher is in the aisle one over from Carlos.

He stands and goes to her side As she starts to

continue on to the next child without seemingly
noticing CarlS, he thrusts the papers he is hcilding

forward. The teacher asks "Finished?" but Carlos

haS already turned on his heels and returned to his

desk.

Jorge is busily copying sentences from_the black-

board. Alek_leans over and points to a line in

lorge's notebook. Jorge responds in turn by_lean-

ihg across the aisle and tugging lightly at Alex's

hand. Alex bends over his work as if to hide his

work.



hand; was totally nonverbal. The frequenty of nonverbally-initiated

moves in episodi_s With_peers during this context was often e result of

classroom etiquette rules in many classroomt Which encouraged silence

during seat work.

The contextual variation in nonverbal strategies will be discussed

fully in the subsequent section of this report.

In the recess and lunch contexts, the relative frequency of target=

initiated episodet was also slightly greater in most classrooms; The

general exceptibh was the SP-1 children_ in_ bilingual classrooms where

there was generally a slight favoring of other-initiated episodes. This

would appear to be a result of the reticence by a number of children in

these_ classrooms to engage in communitative_episodes with_their peers,

especially_ early in the year. In both contexts;across all classroom

types, the language used reflected that of the general clattroom environ-

ment.

b. Speech Partner

As can be seen froM Table 8,_there was_a tenbenty for all groups

Of children in each clattrdom type to increasingly interact with peers

at,the end of the year;_ In general; the relative frequency of inter-

action with adults was lower at the first grade level than in Head

Start. This occurred detbitt the fact that all of -the Head Start

curriculum models were deSighed to encourage peer interaction. As the

ratio of adult to peer interaction remained relatiVel:, high for the

first three observation periods, it appears that the cAldren were

generally adult-oriented throughout their early educational'.experiences.
7

The predominant mode of the episodes was consistent with the type

Of classroom in which_children of different English language proficiehz

Gies were found; tifferences were, however, evident in the language

used with adults and veers in most classrciOtt, For both SP -1 and SP=2

children in English and bilingual classroomt
the_Majority of the com =-

municative episodes inVOlVing_adults were in English. Similarly; a high

percentage of the interactions of children in Spanish classrooms_with

adults also occurred in Englishidespite the predominance of Spanish in

general in these classes. This is again consistent with_the patterns

found in Head Start_ when, even at the predominantly Spanish-speaking_

site of Rio Grande City; children showed a tendency to be involved in

communicative_ episodes in English with the teacher: Ih both Head Start

and first grade these were largely other=initiated episodes occurring in

the teacher-directed small and_large group contexts. With peers;_how-

everi_the majority of interactions by SP-1 and SP-2 children in_Spanish

and bilingual classrooms were -in Spanish. Similarly,_ greater percen,

rnmmflnirativp ediSodes with peers by both groups in English



table 8 : Speech partner by classroom type,

mode, and language group.

SP I DUREN

ENGLISH CLASSROOMS
BILINGUAL CLASSROOMS

SPANISH CLASSROOMS

Fall Spring 411 Spring Fall Spring

r m t i

ADULT 59
o,1 52 46

English 91 91 57 57

Spanish 1 2 30 35

Nonverbal 8 7 13 8

53 41

35 48

58 42

7 10

PEER 34 44 40 46 39 50

15 16

75 68

10 16

Engl ish 65 60 23 29

Spanish 19 . 23 55 55

Nonverbal 16 17 22 16

ONE/PART1CULAR

Engl ish

sopio,

Nonverb61

b!)

5 7. 8

66 81 55 54

8 7 34 37

26 11 t 11 9

8 9

20 28

75 55

5 17
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Thble 8 continued

IL,

ADULT

Engl 1

Spanish

Nonverbr:

PEER

F'ngi

LHDL

71

7/:

/l r)

0

12

LI 1_ T

23

71

2/4

5

s7

70

UAL CLASSROOMS

Sprinq

45

72

27

0

38

63

H 0 21 31

Noner'cNi.1 i 6

NO 0'17./PARTIU 5 20 17

Endl ish / -2 92 73

Spam sH C, ;_i 75

2% 8
2

Li



Spaii .i'rarri children to Cire: Inguacle choices ending

th it speech Hotner.

Sitting , he rug a Jr of other childrrc in
SeH circfle around the Leache-. The children are using comple

ente,, i icint;fy natures cu a stack of cards near th,, te;-,n,..

Teacher. Alicia, please

Alicia: ,cks up a card 1,,citn urc of to 0)
a

Teacher: ,H,,se are ears 'ay ::hat for

Alicia: Dese ears.

Te:.:cher: Because . 1 _ yio c, 'r'Til

(Picks or the ne i is

Alici Est al revC,S.

Juan: n'orns the card around

Here, Alicia used the formulaic tructure "dis to oescribe in English
the pi:',:ure card she I:3d picked. When the teacher elicited repe'iL-n
from her, emphasizing the plural form; Alicia repeated successful
received_feedback from the teacher in the form of an explanation the

correct form. Once the episode with the teacher was finished, how.:ver,
Alicia immediately switched to Spanish when she turd her attention to
Juan, her Spanish-nreferring classmate: Her "teaching" in which sL,
corrected he clas5diate on a procedural matter was in Spanish. Situa-

tions such as this were frer-ii.,,rt, across all classrooms:

Chil dre of both groups across a..1 class -ooms alSCi_t,nded to eniage

ii relatively more opisodes with their peers ich

opening moves. Similarly; the English -pri rring chilj ih the bi) .ngual

classroom tended to interact more nonverbally with peers than with
adults. However; he spoke principally in English with bbth types Of

speech partners.

The vast majority of the communicative episcides involving English-
preferring sample children n English classrooms occurred in English

regardless of speech partner. TheSe children had Similar patterns of
nonverbal interaction with both adults and peers.

As with the initiatbr bf a COMmunicative_epi Ae; conte;:t was
:-.portant in determining the speech partner (Apps. C). Thnsistent

patterns were found across_all classroom types as to the principal

speech partner of the_sample children in given contexts. As would he

expected, in teacher-directed small group activities; adults were the

primary speech_partner in almost all of the communicative episodes _

involving sample_children, and as previously shown; the adults generally

initiated the episbde. In all but the Spanish classrooms; English was
the principal mode used in this context. Bilingual classrooms had the

greatest use of t,e/o languages.
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The are attern heiu true ir the other teacher-directed activities

cyi iarge group and opening/dismiss:1: _In 411 classrooms the majority

of the episodes during these contexts involved adUltS. These took place

principally in English; even in those claSSrooms where Spanish in general

predominated. English was the primary_Mode in episodes- involving peers

in_theS0 cOhtt5 for_a7 children in Er-11!:;h classrooms. In the few

episodes involving pePr n these cof,te;: however, SP-1 and SP-2 chil-

dren Spani,,h and I,
.dual classeS tenc..ed to use Spanis;i.

Peers were the principal Sp-ch partners in the academic_a-c iVitiet

of seat work and the noniritrU(tional contexts of recess and lunth. At

least 604 of '1 episodes involving other individuals (i.e.

episodes initiated with One in partiavar) took place with -,:ors

H each of these contexts, While the interactions with peer JO-Ok place

-almost entirely in ErigliSh_for Children of all language

rngli5h classes, SP-1 and SP=2 children in both bilingua7 Spanish

classrooms had a majority -of their interactions in Spani,.; 'hete

.contexts. Seat work was found to be the context in whit chil-

dren engaged most freOehtly in communicative episodes a -,(1_-at no one

in particular: The_MajOrity of such episode; which, as Wfll be shown

subsequently, usually involved strategies such as spontaneby$ repetition

or talking to one's self While carrying out a taskmatch-et the language

most c, Tnonly used in each classroom type;

Function

The function of the communicative acts initiated With sample

chi .ren differed some by speech_partner. Across all contexts the

vastmajorit:-, (87% to 91-,) of adult-lnitiated communicativ acts were

request, A-thbUgh this was also the most frequent type of act used to

initiate episodes by peers, it constituted only about 50% uf_the total

in each case. Descriptions and conversational devices were ..aso used

frequently by peers, maklic up betwee' 17'.v. and 30% and 8% and 16% of

the total reSpe-L.ti.:1y.

Tatiget

a. Strate_g_ies vs Functions

Table 9 presents an overvieW of the target move: It_shoWS the

r-67s_ti-e use of interaction strategies as of -)sed to functions of speech

involving such strate( :es fbr_all sample children, by classroom;

type, mode, and language group. As can be seer, .L-tt2 target_pLyes of the

children, regardless of the tlatSroom type or :_inguage proficiency,

invoiced the use of strategies == either verbal or nonverbal about

50 ']-! of the time.8

Di-ferences among -cissrocim types and Engliso language pro-

fiCiency of the children are most evident when English language strate-

gies 8nd functions are examined. Several patterns emerge._ In English

bilingual classrooms, the proportics: of strategies to functions was
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Table 9 : Summary of strategies and functions
classroom type; rode and language group.

English Classrooms Bilingual Classrooms Spam Classroom

SP 1 SP II EN SP I SP IT FN SP I SP II EN

Total Commoni ti ve Acts

Strategies d 'I .1 i3 E':( 50 56 i'9 55

Functions tio 52 52 50 50 66 51 45

rot-,1 English
:Ommurticative Acts

Strategies 57 52 50 6
r,-': 66 75

Functions 43 4P 50 37 38 3:1 25

1

7unl ns

FngliSh 3 61 61 1 25 55 9 15

Spanish 10 5 .5 43 39 20 52 52

Nonverbal 45 33 35 31 25 39 31

strategies
1

Engl ish 61 rP 66 39 59 17 38

Spanish 5 3 .5 23 13 35 3::1

Nonverbal 33 28 33 35 J6 97 45 'Ll.

PercentagPs do not total 10rY, due to a language switching cc7tegory not inc1116r_sd here.



higher for children with less proficiency in English. For example;
SP-1 children n English classrooms used relatiVely_tbre_StrategieS in
their EnalisF speech than did SP-2 children. The Si-2 children, in
turn; used 6 greater proportion of English strateV6S than their EN
peers. ThiS would be_expected as the strategies were largely second
language acquisition devices_and many were_either responses to situa-
tions of communication breakdown or ways of dealing with limited_
language prOficienc1\ Obviously, such_ strategies would not be as appro-
priate When Childrer, were speaking in their first language.

A related pattern was that the percentage of English strategy use
in relation to functions was greater as the environment of the class-
room became less English oriented. That is, all child-FT1 in Spanish
and bilingu?1 classrooms were more likely to employ a strategy when
they used English than were children of the same language proficiencies
in English classrooms. As has be-n previously shown, this was a result
Of those contexts where English was used in Spanish and bilingual classes
being generally structured to require that a strategy be useciand that
hOth SP-1 and SP-2 children in those classrooms tended to use Spanish
in other contexts. For example,:,,the overwhelming majority of English
usage by children it Spanish classrooms occurred during adult-directed
activities (in large group and opening/dismissal) in which strategies
Such as answering in unison, repetition; and formulaic expressions tended
to be elic.itd by the teacher.

For those communicative acts not involving strategies, the language
was that which predominated in general in the communicative episof-fts_of

the classroom. Functions achieved through the nonverbal mode generally
accounted for about one-third of the total functions represented in the
children's communicative acts; Slightly higher percentages of the non=
verbal mode were found for the SP-1 children_in English cl.: Brooms,

whereas the EN child in a bilingual class had a slightly lt.er percen-
tage of nonverbal interactions.

t)t petted; the_majorty of communicative actsin_which
no st.r , was emuloyed_served_the function of responses. These

accounted for at_least 60% of all functions for each group of sample
children._ This is not_ surprising_ in light of the fact that a majority
of communicative episcdes_were Other-initiated and that, consistent with

the flndings_of_athers (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Mehan, 1979); a

large part of the classroom lessons was based on the teacher's ques-
tioning of_students. The second_mLst commun function was that of
requests, including action directives, questions_ soliciting information;

and requests for permission. Approximately three-fourths of the chil-

dren's interactions in _which no strategies were involved were made up

of these_two types of_functions. In the remainder of the communicative
acts, children generally described or commented on some verifiable
aspect_Of the classroom environment. Conversational devices and per-
formatives represented only a very small percentage of total utterances.

Although all thildren_followed the same general patterns, there

were some differeres in the language choice of children according to
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English_ language proficiency. SP-1 children in all classrooms tended to
use English more_frequently in responses than for any other function.
Despite the considerable amount cif_English input_available in both
English_and bilingual classrooms, these same children made requests
in Spanish. This reflects the fact that many of the requests were
directed toward peers, with whom the SP-1 children tended to speak
Spanish. Use of the nonverbal mode was confined primarily to responses
and perfOrmatives for all children.

The predominant mode of the_yerbal strategies, like the mode of the
functions, was reflective both of the principal classroom mode and the
language proficiency of the children. In all English classrooms, at
least 60% of the strategies were in English. The percentage of English
use decreased across ail language proficiency levels for bilingual and
Spanish classrooms, with the SP -1 children consistently employing
relatively fewer English_ strategies. Thus, although there was P greater
tenil:,].:cy for Spanish- preferring children in Spanish and bilingual class-
rooms to_use strategies in their communicative acts in English, these
made up fewer of heir total strategies_ owing to their relatively
greater use of Spanish. The lack of interaction in Spanish by English-
preferring thildre7 is shown by the extremely low percL,.tage of strat-
egies used in Spanish by that group. Only the lone EN boy in the
bilingual class used some Spanish strategies o deal with the communica-
tive demands of a hilingual classroom and engage in interaction with
his Spanish-preferrin2 classmates:

b: Use of Individual Strategies

Both the type of classroom_and_le7e1 c .anguage_proficienry
appeared to influence the relative frequernt
strategies were used; Classroom type sef-Jriec .termine the most
frequently occ,-,cring English strategies, as silar general usage
patterns for these strategies emerged for both SP -1 and SP;2thildper,
in each classroom type. The_English_proficiency of the children. on
the other hand, influented_the_relative frequency_with_which less cc-rimon
strategies were used. Similarly, when individual contexts were
examined it was clear that both_Whena strategy was used, and the_ way
in_which it was employed depended on the language proficiency of the

The discussion that follows is organized into three parts. The__

first describes the_:;se of strategies by_ohildrenyithin a given class-
room_type. RIF each_type of classroom, the general patter7s in the use
of the most common strategies begins the discussion. Thi, is followed
by a comparisonof children of different language profici lcies within
each classroom as to their use of_the less commonly emplo_d strategies;
The_second provides a brief description of the children'_ JSO of non-
verbal strategies. The third examines the influence of context on the
use of different strategies and the contextual variability in the use
of strategies by children of different language proficiency;
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(1) The Spanit;'1_ 17:Issrooms

At Table 10 i
patterns of English strategy use by

SP=1 and SP--2 chilrr 7j;,,i!ar in terms of the three most common

strategies:_ "' re0e.._iron; and verbal attention

getters. The proporti and repetition

werc, similar in all threF OL7.0.7 as has been shown;

the overall use of,Englis in ;',z- Spanish CILS :'a5 much less. Unlike

either_the bilingual or En.is :fgassrooms, formulaicexpressions

caccounted for at least 25% rr 7'1 English Verbal strategies These

generally occurred in a few oer-diretted contexts and at recess where

thete children were afforded the opportunity to_practice_their second

language in the largely Span:sh environment of the classrooms.

The predominance of formulaic expressions in the Spanish classrooms

suggests that much of the SP-1 and SP=2 children's_use of English in

'those classrooms did nut go beYOnd certain set phrases; Their utterances

could be prefabricated or forMUlaic in a number of ways. Some children

consistently used set phrases Which were peculiar totheir own speech.

This was especially evident when the memorized phrase was grammatically

incorrect;

The case of Justin; SP-7:2 child; illustrates such a usage. Justin

freely substitUted_hounS With his formulaic verb "gots," as in the case

below when he was leading the group in an English lotto game.

Ti-7cher: Justin will be the leader. JUStin you

hold up the card and what do you say?

(She holds up the ice cream card)

Justin: Ice cream

Teacher: Ye:_;, you haS the ice cream?

Justin: Who haS the ice cream?

Teacher: (Hands him the box of cards, warning:
I only want to hear_English,
(She lea.es the table momentarily)

Myrna: (Reaches fOr a card.)

Justin: No,yo_les voy a dal-.
(Passes out individual to the children

and begins game:)--
Who gots t'2e pencil?

yrna: No to tengo.

Justin: Who gots the towel?

Ricky: I do.

Teacher: (Returning to the table)
No, you have to say, 'I have the to:21.'

has the towel?
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Table 10: Zomparison o ;ndividual strategies
by classroom type .rd language,group

VERBAL STRATEGIES

English
Classrooms

I-IN

'k

BilirJal
Classrooms

EN
'k

Spanish
Classrec)ms

SP-I SP-II
4,k

EP=I
%

SP -II

%

SP-I SP-II

Literal Translation 1
1

1

Message Abandbnment 1 - - 2

Formulaic Expression 9 9 13 13 31 25

Repetition 22 22 25 20 15 21 22

Appeal for Assistance 1 2 2

Memorization 9 9 12 I7 1

Monitoring 2 3 1 2 2

Talk to Self 3 5 3 3 16 5

One Word Answer 1
2

Elaboration 6 14 11 5 14

Clarification .Lquest 2 2 3 1

Onomatopoeia 7 -

Story Telliro - 2

ROle Plays 1 1 3

Changes Topic i

Attention Getter 15 15 15 13 12

Answers in UnisOn 10 7
-7 12 11 3 3 8

Anticipatory Answer 2 1 2 2

Reads Albud to Self 2 2 4 2

Corrects/Teaches 6 3 6 5 1 2 4

Selective Memorization 1 1 1 4

Word Play

1 Totals may not equ711 100 due to rbUnding.
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English
C_Lassroo'

NONVERBAL STATECIES

Avoidance

Listening

Imitation

37 36 33

5

Identific6tion » 5

Dem.)nstration

Attritio7-, Getter 25 25 29

Prefabri, ted 3 3

1,2riting 7 5 8

Checking/CoOyirig WOr: I

Self-Correcting 2 1

Mouthing 3

Corr ,ting/Teachg -

AnticiOatory Answer 2 1

71

Table 10 ccnLinued

Bilinc 3l _Spanish

ClassrbomS Classrooms

SP -i SP=II EN SP-I SP -II

8

13 13

2

2,3 20 7

1
4 2

6 3 3

2 1

2 1 2

3 5 5

I

kJ

36 19

3

2 6

6

10 22

1

70 12

5 3

9 2

6 2

1

2



Justin: Who has

Elena: I have the Lkatet.

Justin: (Hands he:. :he skate card and continues:
Who gots the blackboard?

Rene: I gots th,t, blackboard.

Justin: Who gots the -- Zcomo

Despite the teacher's correction of his ungraMmatical _4eech, Justin
quickly reverted to his set verb -- gots -- in_repeatediy asking his

questions. Probably due to the tor-cant repetition, hit Clattmatt in

corporated the same form into his 6r.sw:r._ This example also illustrates

the tendency of children in the Sp3H;sh clastroomt to return to Spanish

to convey certain types of content.

The majority of the formulaic expressions used in the Spanish

classrooms were, however; those commonly- recognized in the literature__

(Wong-Fillmore; 1976). They included politenes formulas regularly used

in the classroom, such as "good roohhing,""plase," and "thank you:"

Still other expressions represented pronoun/noun7verbstructure such

as "Dis is" into which could be SUbttitUtedappropriate_nouns_. These

were especially useful during teacher=directed group activities in _

which the response, utlially exit'l item, could be filled in as needed.

Others could be used to ettablin contact; such as "hey," and "teacher."

Differencet between the SP-1's and SP-2's n the Spanish Clattrboms

were apparent on ah aggregate level and at the level of the lett commonly

occurring strategies. Fbr the SP-1 children, a higher percentage of

their strategies Was concentrated in the top three strategies. The re=

mainder bf their strategy use; except for some elaboration, Was_prin-

cipally with types of strategies which did not promote interaction ==

such as memorization and one word answers;

Their SP=2 counterparts, on the other hand, used _a greater number

of strategies in their limited opportunities to practice their second

-anguage. They participated to a greater extent in gro4 activities, as

indicated by the frequency with whit' 1 they answered in unison. They also

demonstrated a greater attention their own_speech, as Well as to that

of adults and their peers in the classroom. This was shown by their

use, although limited, of anticipatory answers, teaching/correcting

activity, and monitoring of their own language production.

(2) The Billngual Classrooms

Although the pattern of strategy use among children -in the

bilingual classrooms was not as consistent as that jn the Spanish or

English classrooms, there va..*e a number of commopArends. The strategy

most frequently used by hot) 1 end SP=2 children in the bilingual

classrooms was repetition, as was the case alsd in English classreqms.

Memorization and answering i unison, however, were used relativey more
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by these children than by their counterparts -:1-1 other types of class=

rooms. This was consistent with the second language drills common in

these classf,s. An observation of Reynaldo, made during a large group

activity,_illustrates the emphasis given to memorization in the bilingual

classrooms.

(Reynaldb and:the other children in the class face

the teacher from their cluster of deskt.)

Teacher: Where can you read numbers in our classroom?

Robert: On the ceiling

Teacher: Yes; we have hUtberS hangingfrom the

ceiling. Thote are the numbers of our

centers in the afternoon.

Reynaldo: One, two, three; four, fiVe (counting the

numbers softly)

Teacher: One potato, two p?Y-ato

Reynaldb: (Repeats after th- teacher up to:)

Seven potato

'Teacher: (Tells the_Chilc!, .J1 to do it with a

partner, then 1,-Ils them in three more

renditiOnt of drill)

Whei: differeneeS within the b"ingual clastrboms were examined:by

language group, it was found that.S'.. 2 children, at was the case with

children of similar language proficiency in the Spanish classrooms,used

a greater range Of_Strategies. 7;! addition, these children used verbal

attention gettert in English_more frequently than did the SP -} children

in the same types of classrooms. This -is consistent with the finding

prerted earlier that these children initiated more_communicative_

than did their SP -1 peers; FcitUlait expressions were only_the

most frequently used strategy by SP42 children in the bilingual

classrooms, while ranking first among siMilr children in the Spanish

classrooms; This strategy_ remained a very common strategy for SP-1

children, ranking second in frequency of Use._ It was, however, less

important than fOr similar children in Spanish classrooms where it

ranked first.

The lohe_Eni- sh- preferring child in the bilingual classroom

differed cOntideablyfrom_his
Spanith=preferring peers in his use of

strategies._ ThiS reflected both his advanced English language pro.=

ficiency and certain individual characteristics. Talking to onesel:f was

his most coninon English strategy. In the caseofthis child, the

strategy eepretented_an_idiosyncracic_habit.
During the fall_bf the

year, he frequently talked aloud to_hitSelf. Thiswas not only a way

to monitor himself as he solved probletS, a frequent strategy employed

by many Of_the_children; but also_intluded elaborate role playing in

which he played two characters Whb engaged in conversation._ The

importance of the strategy was evident in the fact that he also -fre-

quently engaged in such behaVior in his second language -- Spanish.
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A very yr bal child; he frequently tended to elaborate both on his own

and in rr ponse to the teacher's statements, in a verbal attention

ge'ting

(3) The English Classrooms

The most common strategies -used among all the children in the

English classrooms; like thOse_in the_Spanish classrooms; were strikingly

similar; For SP-1; SP-2, and EN children, verbal attention getters and

repetition ranked as the_top two strategies. Aspointed out earlier;

peer interaction in English was more common in the English classrooms

for children of all English language_prOficiency levels, It is not

surprising; therefore, that verbal attention getters should 'account

for a somewhat higher average proportiOn of strategies for children of

al language proficiency in these classrooms than in any other

classroom type.

Although repe. . was a com;.on strategy across all classroom

types, the repetition used in the English classrooms generally took a

greater variety of forms and functions. Structurally, repetition could

be of two_types: repetition of the speech of another_or of one's own

speech, In all classroom types, during large and small group exercises

focused on the development of reading skills, children frequently re-

peated sounds and words pictured on a flashcard or moielled by the

teachers. Even when the teacher did not specifically elicit repetition,

many children, accustomed to the routine of the exercise, repeated

automatically.

In otner cases, the children spontaneously ;....peated all or part of

an utterance of another. Often,this appeared to be a conscious language

practice strategy consisting of echoing a vocabulary item or a word form

as if trying to etch it into memory. Use of thiS type of -.netition

was often typical of a few children in each claSSroom. At ,.ether times,

Lhe repetition of anothrr's utterance took the form of incorporation

a t-.ord, topic, or structure into the child's speech. lois usually

,cTved to lengthen the communicative sequence, linking the child's turn

to the previous turn and extending the conversation around a sinkle word.

When children repeated their own utterances, it function was also

usually discoursal. Of en they utilized this form of repetition to

attempt to begin an episode, maintain a turn, )r for emphasis. The

case of Ivette, an SP -} child in an Er -room; serves to exem-

plify the different ways in which repe :sed by the children.

Unsr: fcited Repetition:

(Ive:.te sits in small group Engli,h re.)dinn

from a preprimer)

Aide: Ivette

Ivette: Where, where is the girl? (Pointing to eac% /ord)

What dues-
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Aide: What word is that?

Terry: Does

Ivette: Does (And continues reading)
Who is that girl?

Echoing:

(Ivette is in English reading group with the teacher and
seven other children)

Teacher: (Correcting the reading of another child:)
Are

Ivette: Are

Incorporation:

(Lily and 'vette are role playing as they carry small
cat puppets made of tongue depressors_and colored paper
which they have constructed for a Halloween art project)

Lily: It's Halloween: What ya' gonna be?

Ivette: A cat

Lily: I'm gonna be a

Ivette: Where's your

Lily: Mine is in the

'vette: Mine is in the house.

Self-repetition:

(Ivette is trying to interrupt the teacher who works with
another child)

Ivette: Miss, I get an A? I get an A, Miss? I get an A?

(Ivette goes to the teacher who stands at the side of the
room to hand in an assignment)

Ivette: Miss, I turn this in?

Teacher: You finished?

Ivette: I turn this in?

Teacher: (Reminds her to do the back side of the task)

Teacher-elicited repetition and spontaneous repetition of one's own
utterance for emphasis or to:initiate an interaction were strategies
common to children in all classrooms.

In the English classrooms, differences in the use of strategies
among children of different English language proficiency were less
evident than in the other classroom types. The frequency with which
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three less common strategies -- elaboration, answering in unison, and
anticipatory answers -- were used tended to distinguish the children.
Elaboration was the third most commonly used strategy by English
preferring and SP-2 children, but ranked only fifth for SP-1 children.
This suggests that the primarily English language environment of the
classroom provided greater oppOrtunity for, children of more advanced
language proficiency to expand their practice with English._ Answering
in unison ranked third among SP-1 children and fifth_among SP-2_children.
The frequency of answering in unison by the less proficient_ children_
indicated their willingness td partici.pate and practice English in the
large group activities, as was the case of the SP-2 children in Spanish
classrooms. The English-preferring ch'ildren in the English classrooms
anticipated the questions and statements of others more frequently than
any other group of children. This suggests that the interpretation of
classroom cues which permit a judgment about the content of an
individual's next communicative act may require a relatively high degree
of proficiency in the target language.

(4) Nonverbal Strategies

Of the nonverbal strategies, avoidance, nonverbal attention getting,
mime, identification, and copying letters/writing were engaged in most
frequently, The consistent patterns found among all language groups
within a classroom for verbal strategies were not evident for nonverbal
strategies. Instead, the most consistent trends occurred among children
having similar English language proficiency. The nonverbal Strategies
used by SP-1 children were more often of the kind which did not extend
communicative episodes than were those of other children. Avoidance
generally represented a higher proportion of the nonverbal strategies
for these children than for SP-2 or EN_children. That is, when presented
with an opportunity to interact verbally these. children often rejected it
through either_remaining silent or shrugging their shoulders. In ad-
dition, many of the nonverbal strategies used by the SP-1 children were
passive responses to the input of others, such as copying from the board
per the teacher's instructions.

For the SP=2 children, on the other hand, more active 'nonverbal
strategies such as_ identification and mime were_more common. Identifica-
tion, ih which children pointed to a concrete object, represepted at least
12% of total nonverbal strategies. Unlike the strategies used by the
less proficient children, the use 6f this strategy was often accompanied
by a verbal strategy to reinforce a message being transferred and did
not, as in the case'of avoidance, discourage the occurrence of further
interaction. With the exception of SP-2 children in the Spanish class-,
rooms and the lone English-preferring boy in a bilingual class; all chil-
dren used nonverbal attention 'getters with roughly\the same relative
frequency;
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(5) Strategy Use by Context

The verbal strategies_most commonly employed -in the_classroom_in
general 7- repetition; verbal_ attention getters, formu'Peic_expressions;
elaboration, memorization and answering in unison -- were found in all
six contexts. Certain contexts were, hoWeVer, typified by one or more of
the commonly occurring_ strategies and, at times, by a number of the less
common ones. This section, discusses the strategies typical of each
context'and examines the differential use made of theSe strategies by_
children of different language proficiencies. (See Appendix D fOr all
strategies used by indiviHual children.)

Teacher-oriented contexts. As has been previously shown; the content
of.most small group activities dealt with the development of reading
skills; Thus; as shown in Table 11, strategies such as repetitio6 and
answering in unison as responses to lessons focusing on the form of lan-
guage were common in this context; Similarly; as teachers used questions
to stimulate students' use of varied structures and lexical items,
elaboration was relatively common in this context. Monitoring, when
observed, generally occurred during small group sessions.

Answering in unison and repetition were -also- characteristic of
large group and opening/dismissal contexts in whiCh the teacher,
standing at the front of the room, elicited responses from children.: As

opening/dismissal was made up of highly routi6zed-activities;sUch as
recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance and the singing_of patriotic
songs; memorization was also a commonly used strategy in thiS context.
In the case of the SP -1 children, this was often the selective memoriza-
tion of certain stressed words or phrases.

Typical of the interactions in activities occurring in the adult-
directed contexts are the following episodes involving Raimundo during
opening in a bilingual classroom.

(After reciting the Pledge of Allegiance and singing
America, the teacher begins the daily calendar exercise
standing by the side bulletin board featuring time and
season concepts)

Teacher: laales son los dias de la semana?

Raimundo: (Recited rhythmically, in unison with others)
Domingo, lunes, martes, mie'rcoles, jueves,
viernes, y sibado

Teacher: How many days are ihere in a week?

Raimundo: (With others)
Seven

Teacher: How many days do we go to school?

Raimundo: (With others)
Five

Teacher: What are the days we go to school?.
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Table 11: Principal strategies by context,

CLASSROOM

Repetition/

Incorporation

SP I S!911 EN

% % %

Formulaic

Expressions

SP I SPIT EN

% % ;',

Attention

Getters

SPI SPIT EN

% % %

Elaboration

SPI SPIT EN

% % %

Memorization

SP I SPIT EN

% % b

Answers in

Unison

SPI SPII EN

% % %

English

Small Group 32 27 28 3 6 9 14 14 9 12 11 4 8, 8 11 7 4

Large Group 25 17 24 3 4 L 9 16 8 7 13 4 10 1 12 19 14 23

0pen/D1miss 20 16 24 12 13 :3 13 17 7 2 11 1 14 14 31 16 11 28

Seat Work 19 19 23 13 9 7 27 16 16 5 15 11 6 6 6 1 0 0

Recess 15 25 29 27 26 28 13 6 11 3 12 12 15 9 5 4 5 1

Lunch 23 31 19 14 9 18 37 13 18 7 11 26 2 2 0 0 2 0

Bilingual

Small Group 31 45 20 15 1 3 4 8 11 10 2 23 4 5 0 11 16 6

Large Group 19 16 10 9 11 39 8 7 17 6 5 3 11 17 0 28 21 10

Open/Dismiss 11 14 16 16 7 21 23 17 4 1 7 13 25 17 8 7 16 0

Seat WOrk 22 13 10 14 8 12 17 27 17 3 9 16 20 20 0 0 1'

Recess 30 11 22 42 28 11 4 25 15 2 11 9 10 14 4 0 3

Loth 29 25 14 29 25 24 6 25 0 0 17 0 17 0 0 6 0 0

Spanish

Snell Group 18 21 0 32 16 0 9 12 0 14 21 0 0 3 0 4 6

Large Group 35 25 0 5 4 0 0 4 0 0 16 0 15 8 0 15 21 0

Open/Dismiss 7 22 0 50 9 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 19 0 0 31 U

Seat Work 25 13 0 20 .3U 0 20 16 0 10 2 0 15 7 0 0 3 0

Recess 7 29 0 40 46 b 27 7 0 27 7 0 7 0 0 0 2 0

Lunth 25 17 0 62 40 0 13 11 0 13 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
Represents the relative frequency of a particular strat cimpared to all

ctrateniec used in a oiverl context,



Raimundo:

Teacher:

Raimundo:

(In unison)
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,.Thursday, Friday,
(And then with two or three others)
Saturday

(Catching the error)
No, not Saturday. Who said Saturday?

(Looks on only as someone accuses a boy in the
back of the room of having said it)

(Calendar exercise continues:)

Teacher: Males meses vamos a la escuela?

Raimundo: (Recites sequence of months in Spanish; beginning
with 'agosto;' When he starts to say 'junior' hE
stops in mid-word; realizing that his peers have
stopped appropriately 'mayor')

Here; Raimundo-, a Spanish-preferring boy with straight medium length
hair; u ed both a Tjmorization_strategy and answering in unison. The
form of °presentation and content of the questions asked by.the teacher
elicited these two strategies; The questions asked by the teacher were
aimed at reviewing and drilling already known concepts and_required only;
one word answers or series of answers; The teacher was eliciting
responses from all of the children rather. than an indivioyal. At was

typical of the large group activities and opening/dismissal,_the tea-cher
only responded directly in the form of an evaluative feedback move When
she,noticed Raimundo's "incorrect " answer. OtherWise all other response
moves in the sequence were in the form of an additional question.

Unlike some ch4ldren.who consistently failed to respond in activities
such as these since their lack of participation would not be noticed,9
Raimundo took advantage of the context to practice both his first and
second language. Raimundo was able to answer the first question appro-
priately by reciting the days of the week in an_even mechanical tone
typical -of a memorized sequence. He continued the well-rehearsed routine
correctly answering .in unison the next two questions in English. Rather

than listening closely to the teacher's next question, however, he
resorted to mechanically reciting the days of the week in English.
Although his memorization strategy on this item caused him to give an
incorrect answer, his behavior later in Spanish illustrated one of the
'benefits' of his answering in unison. When Raimundo began to make,

the same error in Spanish, automatically reciting the months in Spanish
in a memorized sequence, he attended to the answers of his peers around
him and stopped in mid-word.

The large group context also encouraged the use of certain nonverbal

strategies. Avoidance generally occurred more frequently in large group

1

activities than in those of small group. In large roup, the teachers'
attention was disseminated over many children so th t children could

more easily avoid answering questions. In the smal group sessions,

however ,
teachers discouraged nonresponse by repeated questioning of the
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same child. For the same reason, the use of nonverbal attention getters

such as hand raising was relatively more frequent in large group than in

small group situations.

Peer-oriented contexts -. As with the adult - oriented contexts cer-

tain strategies Characterized each of the contexts of seat work; recess,

and lUfich._ Formulaic expressions; for example, were the_most common

strategy dUring recess._ This might he_e4,octed as in this context chil

dren were involved in games each of whith_had its own specialized_ _

vocabulary and almost ritualistic interaction standards. The folloWing

example of Ernesto, 4 SP-2 boy in a Spanish classroom, who outside of

the recess context interacted with peers primarily in Spanish, typifies

this tendency.

(Ernesto standi in the sand area near the parking lot

watching a,marble game along with a number of other boyt)

Jimmy: (To Meme)
Play you, Meme.

Meme: (Shakes his head n

Ernesto: Play you, Meme.

Meme:. OK

Jimmy: Play you, Meme.

Meme: (Shakes his mead no).

Jimmy: You gonna play him? (Moving his head in the

direction of Ernesto)

(Ernesto and Meme separate themselves slightly from the

group and say simultaneously:)
First

Meme: I said it first.

Ernesto: (Nods his head in agreement)

No changies.

Meme: i don't wanna play. (He walks off)

Ernesto: (Looks after him, then shrugs)

Formulaic_ expressions were altd common during lunchi This was es-

pecially true for SP-1 thi_ldren_in Spanish classrooms who often found

th.:id-selVet at a_table withEnglith=preferring_peers and used primarily

forMulait expressions in their interactions with these children.

Repetition in the form of incorporation of a topic or structure was

alto a common strategy in the lunch context

_
Verbal- attention gettert were characteristic of the_seat work con-

text. As_previously shoWn, in this context children worked on individual

taSkS, and in order to 'tarry out a communicative episode it was often

necessary to attract the attention of an intended speech partner. The
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following exaMple Of Martela, in which the child resorts to a number
of different attention_gettert_to gain access_to her peers, represents
a case of unusual persistence in the use of this strategy.

(Marcela_is_seated at her desk', and attempts to
interrupt the conversation of Lupe, who sits in
ftOnt of her and Vickie, situated in the next row)

;

Marcela: WOE, Lupe

Lupe: (No response)

Marcela: Lupe, come here. (She then whiStlet loudly)

Lupe: (Turns around in her desk)

Marcela: Did you miss some?

Lupe: (No response)

Martela: Vickie, Vitkie

Vickie: (No response)

Marcela: Viquita, look what I did._ I was_gonna_take
t.fi_pao out (Holds up_her_writing assign-.
merit the had crumpled into a ball earlier)
Vickie, Viquita

Vickie: Huh?

Wlarcela's repertoire of verbal_ attention getters is impressie here.
When increased volume, repetitibn of Lupe's name, and a direct command
are not successful, she_USeS the paralinguistic device of whistling;

which is successful. Finally, she t1:74ds the dimunitive form to gain

Vickie's attention.

The seat work context was also that in which -less commonly occurring

strategies tOth_at appeal for assistance and talking_to_oneself usually
occurred. Children_WOUld Solicitassistance_from_either the teacher or
their peers in Completing a task for which there was a "correct answer.'
The indiVidUal work typical of the seat worktontext_also -encouraged the

strategy _of talking to oneself _while carrying out the problem-
Solving involved in a task_ Children; for example;were observed to'
count to themselves as they solved math problems and repeat the sounds

and names of letters as they copied from the board; These types of _

strategies, when accompanied by a response from a speech partneri_made
up many of the communicative episodes initiated to no one in particular

which were discussed in an earlier section of this_report. An obServa=

tion_of Lea, a SP-2 child,in an English classroom highlights_a number

of the strategies used in. the activities related to seat work.

(Lea sits at a small table with four other children,
all of whom are working on a mimeographed math
assignment)

Lea: (Counts on her fingers to herself as she
solves the problem, then, seeing Carol, two
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seats away, flip through the sheets of
problems, comm,-nts0
I know how to do that. (Pointing to a problem)

Carol: (Gives no response, and turns the page)

Lea: (Looks at another problem)
That's gonna be hard.

Cai-ol: (Gives no response and begins working)

Lea: (Resuming work, counts on her fingers and
remarks:)
I'm getting all messed up.

Laura: (Girl next to her)
Three plus five (To help Lea out)

Lea:

Laura:

NO, I know how.

(Resumes work)

Here; Lea; who frequently talked to herself, is unsuccessful twice
attempting to establish contact with her classmate Carbl._ Her_remarrkto
herself. (i.e. to no one in particular);_ however, serves to attract_the
attention of Laura; who spontaneously offers her assistance -in soljsng
the problem. Unintended initiations of episodes such as this were
common.

The context of seat work was that_in which the highest percentage of
nonverbal strategies occurred, Nonverbal attention getters, like verbal

ones; were a common strategy during this context. Children frequently
tapped on each other's shoulders or used_their pencilt to attract their
neighbor's attention; This was especially true of children in class-
rooms where the seating arrangement of individual rowed desks forted
thildreh tb_lean acrbss the aisle or turn around to establish contact:
Identification was another nonverbal strategy whith characterized seat
work. This strategy often occurred in conjunction with verbalization as
Children, in deScribing or explaining the task at hand, frequently
resorted to pointing to their work.

(6) Contextual Variations byLariguage_Group

Although certain strategies tended to characterize contexts, the
relative frequency of individual strategies and the way in which certain
strategies were used differed by the language proficiencY of the children.
English-preferring children used the majority of their English strategies
during the contexts of seat work, recess, and lurch. Spaoish-preferring
children, on the- other hand, employed English strategies primarily
during small group, large group, and opening/dismissal. This suggests
that as children gain greater proficiency in a language they are better
able to structure their own language learning strategies. Further

support for this supposition is provided by a_comparison of the SP=1

and SP-2 children in the sample. When the relative frequencies of use
of individual strategies were compared by context, SP=2 children
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consistently used a greater proportion of all strategies in the_non-

teacher directed contexts than did SP-children; Also, even within the

same contexts- heSe children used a number of the more common strategies

for_differenturposes than did their SP-1 counterparts. This -was Os:

pecially evident with formulaic expressions; repetition; and elaboration.

FOr SP-1 children in the Spanish and bilingOal classrooms,_ routine ex=

pressiOnS_Served primarily as_responses to teacher0 questiuns. Fre=

quentlyj these expressions were used as a means of dealing with requests

in teacher=directed activities. SP-2 children; on the other hand, tended

to use these strategies for the more interactional purposes of initiating

and sustaining communicative episodes, especially with peers:

3. The Response_Move

For all language groups across all classrooms similag trends were

found in terms of the response move. For most children, u a majority of

episodes consisted of a total of two communicative acts and, therefore,

did not result in communicative sequences. The frequency_of communicative

sequences remained relatively_ContiStent over time, varying a maximum of

five percentage points from the first to the second observation period.

Although the ratio of sequences to nonsequences stayedrelatively stable

over the year; there was a general increase in theaverage number of
communicative acts by the target_ child in communicative sequences from

fall to spring. This suggests that when feedback was provided; the

children were becoming more adept at sustaining convers:Aions at the end

of the year.

Contextdal_differenCeSrelated to the response move were_not as _

apparent as with the other moves making upacommunicative episode. AS

illustrated in Table 12 across all classrooms the majority of episodes

in the teacher - directed small groupcontextresulted in_sequeticeS. This

was consistent with the type of activities that occurred in that_COntext.

These activities, related to reading or answering questions about a

story; Weee_ohoeally initiated by the adult through a request; to

Whith_the_child responded and the adult provided feedback or made an

additiohal request related to the same topic. Thus, they were structured

to be What %0 have called a communicative sequence. *In the episodes not

re-ulting in a communicative sequence; feedbatk_on performance was

:generally not provided. The following obSerVatiOnS of Doris in this

context exemplify these types of communicative episodes.

Sequence:

(Doris is at the rectangular table with the teacher

and the other five members of her reading group. The

teacher holds up the letter 'V.' and* asks for its sound)

Doris: [va]

Teacher: What is this letter, Doris? (Holds up a 'P')

Doris: [eta]

Teacher: (Asks Doris to repeat)
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_ttERDOM

English Classroom

(N=8) Fall

Spring

OilingUal

Classroom Fall

(N:7) Spring

Spanish Classroom

(Nt3) Fall

Spring

Table 1.2: Relative frequency of

sequences vs. nonSequences by context

(SP 1 CHILDREN).

Small Group

S NS

% %

Seat Work

S NS

%

Large Group

S NS

% %

54 46 41 59 45 55

56 44 36 64 38 62

71 29 44 '56 49 51

58 52 40 66 51 49

52 48 35 65 61 39

70 30 44\, 56 53 47

1

designates sequences; "NS" designates nonsequences.

Recess Lunch Dpolioy All

Dismissal Contexts

S NS' S NS S NS S NS

% % % % % % % %

40 60 33 67 36 64 ,43 57

34 66 34 66 40 60 39 61

34 66 , 46 54 .38 62 46 54

34 66 60 40 39 61 46 51'

44 56 25 75 28 72 44 56

51 49 59 41 26 74 49 51



Table 12 cOntinued

(SP II CRILDREN)

Small GrOUp
Seat Work

Large Group
Recess Lunch Openi*

All

S

CLASSROOM
%

English ClasSrooms

(ii) Fall 53

Spring
50

NS S NS S NS 5 NS

S NS

% % % % % % % % %

47 36 64 43 57 42 58 35 65

50 44 YT.,
42 58 43 57 43 57

Biling[al

Classrooms
Fall 50 50 34 68 58 42 42 58 30 70

(N:3)
Sprin

58 42 42 58 38 62 31 69 46 54

Spanish Classro*

(N*?)
Fall

Spring

64 36 49 51 67 33

65 35 49 51 36 64

1 "S" deSignates
sequences; "NS" designates nonsequencet.

Dismissal
Contexts

S NS
S 4

% %
%

_34 66
42 58

32 68
43 57

58 42
46 54

45 55
42 58

15 85 38 62 60 40

40 60 56 44 53 47

52 48

48 52



Table 12 continued

(EN CHILDREN)

Small Group Seat Work Large Group Recess Lunch Opening! All

Di smi ssal Contexts

S1 NS
I

S NS S NS S NS S NS S NS S NS

CLASSROOM % % % % % % % % % % % % % %

English Cl ass rooms

(N=7) Fall

spilq

Bilingual

Class rooms Fall

(N=1)
Spri ng

50 50 35 65 48 52

43 57 41 59 40 60

55 45 20 80 26 74

51 49 33 67 57 43

;

"S" designates sequences ; "NS" des i gnates nonsequences

29 71

47 53

31 69

24 76

49 51

44 56

75 25

27 73

43 57

44 56

27 73

40 60

1 I o

41 59

42 58

39 61

38 62



Doris: Ede]

Teacher: (Gives DOHS the letter_and tells her to
put it on a pocket board)

Nonsequence:

(it is small group reading. Doris and her five peers
are listening to the teacher read, "Father drcoe home
and found the note".)

Teacher: (Asks Doris to name the words with the long
'0' sound)

Doris: Found

Teacher: (Repeats the question to the girl next to
Doris)

The nature of the otheredult-directed contexts; large group, and
opening/dismissal were less conducive to communicative episodes that
resulted in communicative sequeues. Between 341 and 49% of the
episodes in these contexts at oqy.observation period were sequences.
Again this was consistent with the nature of the classroom interaction in
these contexts which consisted largely of voluntary or.drilled answers
for which no feedback was provided.

The relative frequency of eommunicative_sequences in_the peer-
oriented contexts of seat work, recess, and lunch was similar. _Sequences
generally constituted less than 50% of the episodes in each context. ThiS
would seem-to reflect the still developing conversational skills_of the
sample_children. In many -cases where rules of conversational etiquette
in adult conversation would_have designated a response or elicited a com-
ment by the listeneri_ children wer_ observed to ignore speech directly
addressed to them, Similarly, as_has been shown elsewhere (Bates, 1975),
they were generally not observed to provide cues to their speech partners
that they were attending to the conversation. An increase in the fre-
quency of the'use of_requests for clarification, indicative of attention
to the speech of_another,_however, did suggest the children's development
in :this area by the end of the first grade year.

C. Summary

In general the structure of children's communicative episodes in
the three types of classrooms were similar. A majority of the observed
episodes were initiated by some one other than the sample children.
There was; however; a tendency on the part of most children to increasingly
use English,in those.episodes which they initiated at the end of the year.
Although the mode of children's communicative episodes was reflective of
the general language use in the classrooms in which they were found_,
Spanish- referring children exhibited a tendency to use Spanish_with peers
when the opportunity presented itself in all classrooms. Regardless_of
the language used; a majority of the communicative episodes engaged in
by the children did not result ih a communicative Sequence. That is,
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with the exception of small group activities which were designed to

encourage a series of responses from individual children, communicative

acts by sample children generally did not receive a response.

Interaction strategies related to_langUage acquisition were an

important part of.the communicative episOdeS of sample children;

These accounted for at least 50% of_the communicative acts occurring with

in a_ communicative episode: The principal English strategies used were

_Sitilar for all sample children ; __However4 the frequency with which dif=

ferent strategies were employed differed by classroom type FormtilaiC

expressions characterized the Spanish classrooms, whereas memorization and

answering in unison typified the bilingual classrooms and verbal_atten-

tion getters the English classrOomt, These, to some extent, reflected

differences. in the activities in which children engaged in the various

classroom types;

Individual contexts within the classrooms were found to influence

the nature of the communicative episodes engaged in by the sample chit=

dren. The adult-oriented contexts of small_group, large grOdp, and

opening/dismissal were Characterized by adult-initiated_seqUettceS in

English in all classrOOMs._ The strategies of memorization and answering

in unison were common in these contexts. In the peer-oriented contests

of seat work, lunch, and recess, the strategies of verbal attention

getters and formulaic expressions were more common.

The language proficiency of individual children infThenced the way

in which strategieS_Were used._ Children with greater proficiency in

English were more
than_their_less proficient_ peers to use

strategies to initiate and sustain communicative episodes.
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FOOTNOTES

The classrooms of the three sample children in kindergarten differed
from this arrangement but were similar at each of the schools. At each,

they contained four distinct areas -- housekeeping, blocks, art, andbook

corner. Children warked at tables or played on the floor in each area

These children had reading in English, as did the rest of their class-

mates, including all sample children.-' Thut, althou h these classrooms

were designated as bilingual by the school dittric , they were considered

English classrooms for the purposes of this study.
a

Given the differences in language use and student populations', the

students taught by each teacher were considered a separate classroom for

this study. Thus, three were designated English classrooms and three

Spanish classrooms.

4The kindergarten classroom in which one sample child was found

differed from the first grades in that it was part of three combined

classrooms in a large auditorium. The room was divided into four main

sections -- art/book, math/housekeeping, puppet/tracing, and Spanish/fun.

Children rotated daily from one area to another.

5
This classroom was designated an English classroom for the purposes

of the study, whereas all others at this site were considered bilingual

classrooms.

6 Data are presented in summary form, however, they are consistent

with the findings for individual children with 37 of the 42 children

following the general pattern in both the fall and spring.

Typical of the children who did not folloW the general pattern, but

initiated a majority of their communicative episodet was Susan. This

child, an English-preferring girl with black eyes and jet black hair;

eagerly participated in all classroom activities. The following episodes

observed during a teacher-directed reading group typify_ the behavior

of children who initiated a majority of their communicative episodes.

(Susan is at the curved table with the teacher and

7 other members of her English classroom. The chil-

dren are doing a letter and Word recognition drill

with flashcards.)

SuSan: (Watches intently as the girl_hOct to her
identifiet the cards; Then the teacher holds

the first one up to her)
I, N, L, lit, mit, fit

Teacher: Very good (Offers Susan an animal cookie)

DO you know these?

Sutan: A, H; hat, sat, mat
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Teacher: Two stars, very good, Susan (Allows her
to take another cookie, then continues with
the next child)

Susan: (Eats her cookie as the girl recites then says
to the teacher:)
You know what I did at home? I did 'eat,' sat'

A 'sit,'gay and ' sit, 'mit' (pause) and cat, sat,
'sit,' and I did them without the thing you gave
me.

Teacher: You spelled them too?

Susan: (Shakes her head yes)

Teacher: Very good

Even in this small group reading activity which was structured for adult
initiation of sequences, Susan was able to initiate a communicative
episode. Beginning the sequence with the formulaic "You know what," she.
interrupted the activity with a comment related to the task at hand. Not

only did she initiate the episode, but she also focused the topic of
conversation on herself,_a common practice among these children. (See

Appendix E for the relative frequencies of other-initiated vs. target-
initiated episodes for all children.)

Although most children tended to follow the same general patterns of
relatively equal proportions of adult/peer interaction in first grade,
there were a number of children who consistently chose to interact with
one speech partner over another. Adriana, an SP-2 child in an English
classroom, and Jaime, an SP-2 child in a bilingual classroom, typified
these contrasting types of children. For both children, approximately
40% of their total episodes were target-initiated. Their choice of

speech partner, however, differed dramatically.

Adriana; a dark-complexioned girl with short straight black hair
and alluring eyes, favored the teacher as a speech partner when sne
initiated interactions. Typical of her orientation to the teacher was
the following examplefrom an observation of seat work_in which she w!)s
attempting to rapidly complete her copying assignment from the board.

`(;The teacher is standing in the back of the room
consulting with another child)

Adriana: (Turns in her desk, interrupts and asks in
a loud voice:)
Miss, how do you spell 'star'?

Teacher: (Ignores her)

Vera: (From her desk across the aisle)
S=T-

Adriana: (Ignores Vera, and repeats in 5 whiny voice:)
Miss, how do you spell 'star'?
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Teacher: S-T and then look at 'car.' (Referring to
the word 'car' that is already on the board)

Adriana: (Putting her hands over her ears in a gesture
of exasperation)
I can't understand. They're talking too much.

Teacher: S-T-A-R

Adriana: (Writes 'star' on her paper)

As was typical of Adriana, she appealed to the teacher for assistance,

using the common attention getter for the teacher, "Miss." Though her

peer tried to offer the correct answer, Adriana ignored her and persisted
in repeating the question of the teacher in the same form until she
received attention. Her_orientation toward the teacher was further em-
phasized by her choice of words referring to her peers as "them" == by

which she further aligned herself With the teacher.

In sharp contrast to.Adriana was Jaime, a small pale-faced boy with

very small eyes set in his round face. Of the interactions he began,
only 19% were with adults, and these were almost totally confined to ex-

hibiting a completed task. During the day, he frequently directed his
attention to his peers rather than to the lesson at hand, a practice

which often won disapproval from the teacher. The following small group

reading session in Spanish typified his orientation toward peers.

(Children work in their Spanish workbooks on a task
in which they circle words in a row beginning with
'sa=se=si-so-sui)

Jaime: (Finished with the task, calls softly:)
Miss

Teacher: (Involved in assisting someone else, ign,_ es

him)

Jaime: (To boy across from him who has circled letters
messily)
Parece un futbol.

Cesar: Encerre'esto.

Adolfo: Es una

Cesar: Miraiacfi. (Pointing out the letter N which
Adolfo has colored brown)

Jaime: iSabes por qiie? Porque lo pintaron brown.

Maria: Tel las hiciste, Jaime.

Jaime: ZEh?

Maria: TO las hiciste.

As was typical of Jaime, he failed to persist in trying to attract the

teacher's attention. When his verbal attention getter was ignored, he
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turned immediately to initiate an episode with his peerti. His request

fOr clarification when Matia_introduCed_a,ftewtopic
exemplified his per-

sistence in maintaining
interaction with hig peers;

8--The only exceptions to this --_the SP -2 children in Spanish_class-

rOoms and the EN child in bilingual classes -- were where the -cell size

of the groups was very small (two children and one child respectively);

In both cases; the children were characterized by aorelatiVely_high

frequency and diVersity of verbal strategies and low percentages of

nonverbal strategies in relation to their tqtal strategy use.

Although of limited comparative value; the_information_on,these
chil-

dren does proVide some insight as to the experienceg of children in

these classrooM types.

9
Others appeared to perceive the situation as nOn=threatening and

tended to answer more freely -in the anonymity of the large group

situation than when engaged in bne-to-one interaction.

10The few exceptions who had a majority Of their communicative

episodes culminate in a communicative sequence were generally thOse

children who also tended to initiate more episodes:
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V. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

The two previous chapters presented the general trends related_to

the communicative episodes involving children of different EngliSh tan=

guage proficienCy. The_fOrMer examined the experience of_childreh in

Head Start prograMt implementing different bilingual bicUltUral pre'-=-

school modelS. The latter focused on the communicative_ episodes of the

same children -and their control group counterparts in different -types of

first grade ClattrOOms. :This chapter summarizes the_OUttOrnet of these

experiences by comparing the individual children_making_Up the sample in

a number Of ways:. First, the development of different interaction

strategiet'fbr individual children is discussed-. SecOnd; the relation-

ship of such strategies to the acquisition of a second language is ex-

plored._ Finally, the average levels of English acquisition for children

in different types of classrooms is examined;

A; Development of Interaction_Strategies

_
There appears to be a hierarchicalorder_to the development of -

interaction strategies. Although the order of_acquisition was similar

fnr all sample children; the number of strategies was closely tied to

the leVel of proficiency of the individual child in the target,language

at a_giveh point in time Table 13 depicts visually the order of ac-

00iSitiOn_Of English strategies for the experimental children in the

sample. As can be seen; the patterns for SPI. and SP-2 children differ

draMatically; Duritig the initial observation_Of the children in Head

Start; shown as the capital letter_A; few of the children who had had

little previous exposure to English used_any strategies in_English.

The few strategies employed by some children == repetitionl; meMori2a=:

tion, one word answers; and literal translation -- were those Which

might be considered among the least cognitively demanding of 611 the

strategies investigated; In addition,_as previously shown, thete

strategies often did not serve_tofurther interaction._ By the second

observation period, shoWn as the letter B;. more children were using

repetition and memorization._ However; with the exception of Ricardo;

the boy'who made the greatest gains on the tests_df_EngliSh language_ ,/

proficiency and whb was observed to use only English in the Head Start/

classroom at the -end of the year,:little diverSificatiOn of strategies

was noted among SP=1 children.

SP-2 children,_Oh the ther hand; had a greater variety of

strategies_onehtering preschool: In addition to the strategies used

by the SP-1 children, most SP -2 children commonly used_formulaic ex-

pressions and_Verbal attention getters; As pOinted out previously,

these strategies Were more interactive than thOse used by_the less

proficient children. Thus; even on entering preschool, the SP -2
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children had the necessary means_to initiate communicative episodet.

The majority of -these children,
however; had not as yet developed such

strategies as elaboration, teaching, and requests -for clarificatiOn

which would tend to sustain an episode over a number of communitative

acts. In addition, with the exception of one -word answers; whiCh these

children were -never
observed_tO use, SP-2 children crS'ed even those

strategies -which the SP-1 children had acquired more frequently than

did their lett proficient peers throughout Head Start.

Englith=preferringChildren
used a repertoire -of strategies

similar

to that_Uted by SP-2 children. ElaboratiOn_Was, however,
used by all

the children even on entry to Head Start. These children also used the

strategies of repetition and verbal attention getters more frequently

in Head Start than either of the other language groups. SP=2 children,

however, used formulaic expressions and memorization more frequently

thanidid their EN coUnterparts.4

By_the third
obSeti.iation period at the start of the first grade

yea, SP=1 children were generally using a greater variety of strategiet.

Almott all used the mainstays of the SP=2 children in Head_Start; forma=

laic expressions and verbal attention gettert,_and most had begun to

elabbrate. Children of all_groups used the strategy of answering in

Unison which reflected the large group
structure of many of the actiVi=

ties in -first grade. While all of the_children of the_SP=2 and EN

groups had acquired this strategy at the third obserVation_period, a

number of the SP-1 children did
not use it until the end of_the firtt

grade year. Their hesitancy to use their second language insuch group

situations is also indicated by the_Areater tendency_Of these children

use selective memorization: SoOF of the SP -1 children empl_oyed the

interactive strategy of teaching others, but only one used requests for

clarification and none told stories, a strategy demanding advanced

Syntactical and lexical development.
Similarly, while some of these

children_were talking to themselvet in English, Only two had acquired

the strategy of telf-correcting or monitoring their speech in this

language;

It is Worthwhile to note the experience of Ivette and Reynaldo;

!vette; whb made -use of nearly all the strategies during the_third

observation period; alsothOWed the greatett_gains in English proficiency

of any experimental child from preschool to first grade_. Similarly,

Reynaldo; who was a shy child who seldoM spoke in HeadStart,_began to

use the common initial
strategies in firtt grade; and by_the end of the

first grade year had increased the number of strategies he used more_

than any other experiMental child; He was also the experimental child

who thO,Wed thegreatett gains in Englith proficiency over the first

grade yeat. Carlos, Mig60,_Alicia, and Homero on the other hand,

used principally the lett demanding strategies throughbUt_the study, and

theirs were among the lower English language
proficiency test scores.

A comparison of Carlbs with Julio, both SP -1 children; serves -to

ilhistrate the two predominant
patterns_ in the acquisition of English

interaction strategies
illustrated by the table Although both -began

the Head Start year with no measurable oral proficiency in English,
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by the end of first grade their
repertoire of English strategies differed

substantially.

Carlos, 6 curly brown haired boy
characterized by his small stature

anJ delicate features;
tpoke only Spanish at the beginning

of the Head

Start year unless directly
encouraged by

the_teacher to
employ a few

words in English;_ In,the
fall of the year, for example, the following

interaction occurred during mirk time:

Teacher:
cCuantos anos tienes?

CarlOS:
(Holds up three fingert)

Teacher:
(Checks_the class

chart and discovert_that
he

had a birthday the previous Friday; She

directs the class to'sing
Happy Birthday

to him;

then directs each:)

Darle un abrazo;

CarldS: (SMilingly
receives the abraz6 of his peers)

Teacher: (To CarlOt)
Diles 'Thank you.'

CarlOS:
Thank you

As was typical of SP-1 children at this level;
Carlos merely repeats

the formulaic English expressiOn
modelled by the teacher;

His use of English in the spring was generally
confined to the

same strategy.
Forexample;

in another
episode-at work

time, the teacher

once again was modelling
the_ute of politeness

fOrMulas in English.

Carlos had just been
involVed in a scuffle with one of_hit female_class-

Mates_; The teacher Scolded Carlos and
told him to tell the_girl

he was

sorry Carlos repeated;
"I'm sorry," The timilarity

of_the fall and

Spring contexts are striking._
In both, Carlot merely

repeated the ex-

pression Modelled by the teacher;

After a year of kindergarten;
Carlos' repertoireOf Engl'Th strate-

gies had expanded
somewhat, but was still

verylimited to baz c strate-

gies such as the use of formulaic expressiont
and verbal attention get=

ters; During the fall obtervationt
in first grade, he had mastered the

politeness
formUlas used -daily in the clattroom; as he responded

to the

teacher's roll
call routine

with a "no; maM;" indicating he had not

eaten breakfast in the cafeteria.
Although he rarely initiated inter,

actiOnt_with the teacheri_he was
able to use the verba' attention getting

device "Miss" t6 attract the teacher's attention:
In i3enerali

he con-

tinued to respond
reluctantly to the increaSed_emphasis_on

English Lan;

guage skills
which he faced in the fi_rs1.=Irade

clastroom;
An example

taken froffLa
large group English langua6 arts session

typifies his

usual strategy:

(Teacher has just finished
reading a short story in

Englith and now calls On different
children to check

their comprehension.)
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Teacher: OK, Carlos, what happened in the story?

Carlos: (Extended pause)
Est jugando pelota.

Teacher: Est jugando pelota; zY despGes?

Carlos: Est5 cortandb el sacate.

Teacher: Etta. cortando el sacate: He's cutting the
grass :

(The teacher continues questioning Carlos
in both Spanish and English, with_CarlOS
responding totally in Spanish. Finally she
ends the interaction with:)
Very good (Points to the -door of the house
in the picture, and asks:)
ZQuien est6 en la puerta?

Robert: (From in back, answers "Andrew" as the teacher
writes tne name on the blackboard)

Carlos: Andrew

As evident from this example, despite the teacher's constant translation,
Carlos consistently responded in Spanish to the teacher's questions in

English. He did, however, understand her questions, as indicated by his

correct answers to them: The only time he used English was when he
repeated the English name after his classmate.

C:rlos continued to successfully avoid engaging in interaction in

English even at the end_bf the first grade year. At this time; period-
ically he would repeat in unison with others the English vocabulary
words modelled by the teacher dUring a review of the day's writing

assignment. TheMajOrity of the time, however, he continued to success-
fully_avGJid any interactions in English, as evident from the following

example frOM late in the first grade year:

(Goes to the teacher's side and lays his
completed copying assignment in front of the
teacher, who sits at her desk)

Teacher: You finished?

Carlbt: (Points to where.he has started copying a
second time)

Teacher: That means you've gone through here and started
again here. (AS_the points to each set of words

he has copied twice)

Carlbt: (Nods affirmatively)

Teacher: (Goes on to check assignment, and ends with:)
Write the whole word, toda la palabra. OK?

Did you understand?

Carlot: (Nods yes and returns to the table where bOy
next to him asks immediately:)
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Boy: aande pusiste mi eraser?

Carlos: Aqui (As he picks up eraser sitting at far
end cf the table and handS it to the bby)

In this series of sequences taken from a remedial English reading session
Carlos successfully managed to avoid any verbal interaction in EngliSh
by simply using nonverbal strategies of pointihg-and nodding his head.
The teacher correctly interpreted_and verbalized fbr hiM all_ his responses
to hei- questions. The sequence -with his peer which f011OWed immediately,
hOWever, indiCated that -he readily interacted in Spanish. By the end of
first grade, he had still only demonstrated the use of five strategies.

Julio, in his use of strategies over time; provides a SharpCOntraSt
to Carlos. A tall, happy-go-lucky boy, alio spoke almoSt totally in
Spanish with his peers at the beginning of the Head Start year. Period=
ically, hbWeVer, he -took the initiative in using EngliSh With adUltS.
These -were almost always in the form of shbrt directive formulaic eX=
pressibnS. One morning after breakfast, for example, he was still eating
when the teacher announced -in English that the children ShOUld form a
circle_and hold hands. Julio protested;_"Wait a minute, Wait for me,"
repeating his directive for emphasis as he hurried to- throw -away his
milk carton and join the circle, Similarly, he was observed addressing
the EngliSh-SPeaking custodian to establish claim on a leftover hamburger
with "Hey; that's mine."

By the end bf the Head Start year, Julio's repertoire of strategies
had_eXpanded somewhat, but was still very limited. One of his favorite
activities was participating in the singing and motions to the song/
rhyme "mulberry Bush." He had the routine so well memorized that once,
When the teacher in leading the group; neglected to mention combing_
one's hair after dressing; he reminded the teacher; "A peinamos." The

teacher acknowledged his remark; "Julio says we need to comb our hair
again," and the group performed and recited the proper routine. AS_

evident from the fact that Julio used Spanish to point out_the missing
English lines; Julio at the end of the Head Start year still tended_tb
use his native language except for those sitqatiOns in which he would
depend on memorized words or phrases either in the form of a fOrMulaiC
expression or a favorite song or rhyme.

By the beginning of first grade; Julio had undergone a_dramatic
change in the variety of English strategies he used. At thiS time, he
spoke mainly English in the context of the classroom, even with his
peers; as shown in this example from a seat work context in the fall:

Julio: (To no one in particular as he hbldS up hiS paper)
Look where I am.

SaMuel: (Looks at Julio's writing and comments on it)

Julio: (Writes something on -his page and then, looking

toward Samuel; adds:)
I gonna catch up to you.

Samuel: (Ignores him)
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AlthbUgh his speech still retained certain formulaic structures such as

"gonna," he now usedEnglishLtogether with the action of holding up hit

paper, to establish contact with peers; He elaborated spontaneously.
Ten minutes later during_a small group reading lesson w4th the teacher,

he WaS observed helping a peer to identify a word in English. When

Julio's classmate began to underline the word flik-e_ihttead of

during a word recognition_ exercise; Julio inforted him_"and two T'S":and

the boy corrected the error by underlining 'little.' Thusi Julib_was

- willing to share his knowledge of English with others. Thit knoWledge,

as evident from the example; was based on more than mere memorization

of a sequence or structure.

By the end of the first grade year, Julio was exhibiting the use of

a few additional strategies which exemplified his increasing attention to

the speech of those with whom he interacted. _After assigning roles to

his peers for reading of a story from his Englith_priter, Mike told

Julio to begin reading: Apparently not hearing, JUlie_aSked "What?" and

Mike reiterated; "We.., read." Later as they continued reading, Julio

came upon a word in his reading that he did not recognize and asked Mike

for assistance in identifying the word. In using the strategies of -re-

questing clarificatThn of his peer's utterance and_ appealing for assis-

tance, Julio exhibited an increased attentien_te the form of speech and

a willingness to use it to interact, rather than merely respond.

The patterns of English strategy use byindividUal SP-2 children

were more similar than those of children ;.epresented by Carlos and

Julio: SP -2- children all used elaboration by the third observation

period and all taught others. Most talked to themselves as they carried

out their tthobl work, but unlike their SP-I counterparts, they had also

acquired the strategy of monitoring -and self-correcting their speech in

English. Thete children also exhibited the greatest variety of strategies

of the three language groups.

EN children all used the communicative episode-sustaining device of

request fbr clarification in first grade and most monitored_ their use

of Englith. In addition, by the_end or first grade, most -of thete

children had added the conversation-initiating strategy of appeal for

assistance. At Table 13 illustrates; certain strategies were -never used

by EN children. This suggests_that certain strategics are related ex-

ClutiVely to second language learning: These include one word answers,

literal translation, and selective memorization._ Language switching was

employed only by that EN child who attended a bilingual firtt grade.

The data for the control children; although litited tb the third

and fourth ebterVation periods; were consistent with the_te for the

experimental group. The strategies which were cognitively less demanding

and_-sti-uttui-ally less complex were employed by most children during the

fall observations in first grade; A greater variety of strategies were

used by most children late in the year; with requests for clarification

and aOpealt_fer assistancebeing limited largely to SP=2 and EN children;

Certain children of both the SP-I and SP -2 groups -- specifically; Jorge,

Roberto, and Vicki, in the former and Jaime and Juanita in the latter --
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continued to Ote_mainly the_less demanding strategies throughout the
year. Dbminga, Marta, and Marcela, on the_other hand, greatly expanded
the range of strategies_ they employed in the classroom. These children
Were_altb among those who showed the greatest gains in English language
proficiency.

. Strategies and Language Acquisition

TO deterMine more precisely the relationship between the range_of
interaction strategies'-ised by individual children and growth in lan-
guage prOfkieney, SP=13children were ranked by change in both English
and Spanish language proficiency from one observation period to the
next. Rank order correlations of these measures and two measures in-
dicative Of the children's use of interaction strategies were then calcu-
lated. These measures were : (1) change -in the absolute frequency of
strategies used in each language; (2) change in the frequency of strategy
use in English and Spanish as a percentage of the total number of
strategies employed.

The results; presented in Table 14 suggest that, at least in the__
case of the children studied; the use of interaction strategies in Englith

by children of limited proficiency is strongly related to increased
proficiency in that language; Tt appears that in the situation where the
language environment is predominantly Spanish and children_ have_ very
limited proficiency in English, as in the -case of Rib Grande City, in=
creased use of the same strategies, principally those of- repetition,
memorization; and one word answers will_be relatedtto relatively greater
increases in English proficiency. In situations where Children have the
opportunity to diversify strategiesi_such_as the largely English language
environment of the East Los Angeles- Head Start_or have developed suf=
ficient proficiency to experiment with other strategies, as is the case
with children at both .'Atesrfrom the second to third observation periods,
a high correlation between increases in the number of strategies and

increased English proficiency was found. In first grade4, both increases
in total English strategies employed and proportiOnal increases in. the
use of strategies in English- remain highly correlated with English lan-

guage proficiency in the_English language environments of the Corpus

Christi classrooms. Weaker positive relationships were found in those
situations where the_sample children were distributed in classrooms with

dive-se language environments.5

When the relationship between interaction strategies used in the
classroom and English language-- proficiency was examined by classroom type,
consistent patterns were also found. SP=1 children in both English and

bilingual classrooms who showedthegreatest diversification in English
interaction strategies over time also exhibited the greatest increases
in English language proficiency._As_shown in Table 15, the correlationt

in each case were significant. No similar trends were found_with --

either SP=2 children or EN children in English classrooms, This would

seem to be a result of these children having already attained a_relatively
high level of English language proficiency and use of most of the
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Table 14: Rank order correlations of language strategies

with increased language proficiency by site.

Read Start I to Head Start II Head Start II to First Grade I First Grade I toFirst__Grade

English Spanish English Spanish English Spanish

Change in the number of

Strategies used in the

CORPUS CHRISTI .85 =.95

EAST LOS ANGELES .88 .57 .90
3

,30 .71 =.57

RIO GRANDE CITY -,42 .88 .59

Change in strategies

in the target

Language as a percent

cf total target

language

.68

;90
3

:16

-:05

-

:70

;68

;40

.85

.80

-.85

.40

.37

CORPUS CHRISTI

EAST LOS ANGELES

RIO GRANDE CITY

Includes both experimental and control children,

2

Cell size did not permit this calculation.

Significant at the p .U5 level:

4 The high negative correlation coefficients over this period of time is a result of the addition of a

Spanish speaking aide in the classroom containing the two children who had interacted most in English

at the first observation period, Thus, althbugh the number of strategies used by these children and

their English language proficiency increased;' the ratio of their English to Spanish use decreased:

I 21
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Change in tM numbr of

strategies used in the

target language

SP I

SP II

EN

0
Change in,strategies as a

percentage of total target

language

12

A

SP I

SP !I

EN

Table 15: Rank order correlations of English language strategies

with increased language proficiency of first

grade children by language group,

1 Significant at the p...05 level.

Cell size did not permit this calculation.

English Classrooms Bilingual Classrooms

.851

.15

-,62

2

.30 .15

-.60

931
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interaction strategies; In fact; the significant negative correlation
between acquisition level and the proportion of interaction strategies
used by EN children suggests that as_these children increase their

proficiency over the year; certain_strategies may be abandoned and
perhaps more appropriate ones developed as greater proficiency in
English is attained.6

The examples Of DOMinga, an SP-1 child in an English classroom at
Rio Grande City and Alberto, an SP=2 child in the same type of classroom

at East Los Ang> illuStrate the findings presented in the table.

Dominga, a pale thin girl with dark brown eyes, was a shy,
quiet,SP=1 girl who early in the first grade year seldom ini-
tiated interactions with her peers. Her shyness was exempli-

fied not only in her classroom interaction patterns but also
in her body_language; frequently she sat at her desk; hands

in her mouth, squirming her body to the side in an apparent
gesture of_shyness and embarrassment. In spite of her shy
demeanor, Domihqa, participated eagerly in class activities
and_answered in unison every question asked by the teacher
in large group sessions. For example; in a large group _

language arts activity at the beginning of the year, Dominga
responds with others "circle and stick" to the teacher's
question of how to make a 's.' As tfi-elpstructor moves on

to the next picture, Dominga says fairly loudly "bus" befbie

either the teacher or her peers can say it; When the teach--:

or asks the children how many ride the bus, DOminga raises

her hand. The lesson continues and when the teacher asks,
"Do you have a test?" referring to the weekly spelling ti2st

scheduled for the next day; Dominga nods in response. When

the teacher asks When the test is; Dominga says softly,

"tomorrow" and nods; She then gives a_sad little smilE
expressing regret regarding the impending test. Thus;

Dominga, who had by_far the lOweSt language proficiency of

the five sample children_in this classroom, relied prima-

rily on the strategies of repetition, answering in unison,

and nonverbal responses And attention getting devices to

communicate in English. At this point in time; she tended
to interact with her peers in Spanish; but was observed on

the playground to enthusiastically participate in games

such as patty cakeiwhich required memorized lines such as

"My sailor went to nea, sea, sea."

By the end of the year; Dominga had added eight addi-

tional strategies to her repertoire. NO only had she become

more verbal in her attempts to gain tne teacher's attention,

but the more linguistically demanding strateg:_2s of monitor-

ing and teaching her peers were among her most common. Dur-

ing small group reading session in the spring;_for example;

she spontaneously begins to help a classmate who stumbles

over a word by reading for her: "She went to look for her

She looked and looked. And then she saw them." As the
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next boy begins to read Dominga helps him on. Dominga hOw
interacted primarily in English with all of her peers and
even tended to respond in English when addressed in
Spanish as shown by the following episodes occurring dur=
ing seat work. Dominga, showing off5 says, "I have scis-
sorsi" as she returns to her detk._ Toni, seeing her, says
"iDolel" and Dominga emphasizes-, "You dcn't hove thenii,"
Linda then asks her something in__Spahith and_Dominga re=
plies, "yes." Over the course_of the year, Dominga not
only developed a number of additional interaction strate=
gies in English bbt was more willing to initiate interac=
tions in that lahguage. She showed the greatest increase
of any child in the sample on the tests of English pro=
ficiency at the end of the year.

Alberto, a large SP=2 child with light brown hair; had
had some proficiency in English even upon entering Head
St8t-t. He was very verbal in both English andSpanish;
although he used English on most occasions in the English
environment of his classroom. Even earlyinthe first
grade yeahe employed a variety of strategies and those
Of elaboration, repetition and teaching were_among_the more
common. For example, during a seat work activity related to
Halloween, Alberto uses all three of these strategies in two
communicative episodes. Alberto;seatedat a_small table
coloring goblins, says to a girl at the evd of the table en-
gaged in the same task; "you can do two goblins:" The girl

responds with the request for clarification; "Huh?"
Alberto continues, "You can do two goblins: Sally got two

goblins." Alberto looks at the second mimeo sheet that

S ly has brought to the table and says; "Oh no, it's a
goat -- I saw somebody got two." The girl who is busy col-
oring does not reply: In these brief interchanges, he at=
tempted to explain to his peer that she could color more
than one sheet and maintained_ this topic of conversation
through repetition: When he found that he was mistaken he
explained by elaborating on his previous experience.

At the end of first grade; Alberto was still making use
of the same strategies although he was observed to use word
play in a few communicative episodes. As shown by the ftil-

lowing example; he continued to use repetition as a topic
continuer and to spontaneously elaborate on his utterances.
Alberto is doing seat work at a small table wjth five other
childTen. As he draws pictures that start with theletter
'P,' he says, "Pi P-I-G; pig; pig, (pause), porky pine (sic),

porky pine; spell porky pine:" The boy across from him says
"Pork, pork -- spell pork:" Alberto responds, "P=O=L=

(pause) R." He stops and then asks no one in particular,
"How do you spell porky pine?" Another boy repeats it and'
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Alberto again attempts to spellthe word. Although remain-

ing among the more proficient SP-2 children, Alberto showed a

slight decline in his English language proficiency at the end

of the year.

C. Classroom Differences

4
Although_ beyond_ the:scOpe of the study as originally designed; the

lOcatiOn of the sample children in first grades providing various types

of services to children of different language abilities makes appropriate

at_leatt a tentati_Ve examination of the performance of sample children in

different_ types Of classrooms. Table 16 presents the average SA1 scores

on the BSM for each group of students. As can be seen, SP-1 Children_in
the_EngliSh and bilingual classrooms made the 'greatest average gains in

their Ehglith language proficiency However, on the average, they con-

tinued tb score below 'Yncir SP-2 and EN counterparts' in the same types of

clattrOOMS. It_thould be noted; however; that the table does_not_in=

elude the one SP=1 child in an English classroom and the two_in bilingual

clattroOtht who failed to respond o the test in English at either the

beginning bi- the end of the year.

SP=1 children in Spanish classrooMs had the lowest average_ English

proficiency SCoret and actually showed a slight decreate in their

average proficiency scores. All; however; were able -to respond to the

test items at both data collection periods. SP-2 children in the same

type Of_clattrOOM made the greatest average gaint of their language group

in Englith language proficiency; although their average scores were the

lowett of their language group;

Children in the Spanish classrooms_ exhibited the greatest_ga.ins in

their levels of Spanish language proficiency. The SP-=1 children in

these classrooms also showed -the highett average levels of Spanish lan-

guage acquisition: The single EN child in a_bilingual classroom also

increased his Spanish proficienty_t0Ch_that he equaled the level of SP-1

children in EngIish classrobMt. All EN children in English classrooms

failed to respond to the items on the Spanish version of the BSM.

D. Summary

A number of consistent patterns related to the use of interaction

strategies by individual_ children were presented in this chapter.- The

order of acquisition of interaction strategies was similar for all chil=

dren. Children more proficient in English were; however, able tO Lite a

greater number_of Ehlith strategies at an earlier age. In addition; a

few of the children less proficient in English had not greatly increased

the number cf strategies they used even by the end of first grade.

Among children of limited English proficiency in Englitpand

bi.l_ingual classrooms; a_significant relationship was found_betWeen in=

creases in the number of strategies used and gains in English language
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Table 16: Comparison of average level sof language proficiency

and Tan. gains on language proficiency tests

by language group and classroom.'

SP I SP 11 EN

English Spanish EngliSh Spanish English Spanish

CLASSROOMS X. 7( gain x x gain X X gain X 7( gain i i gain i i gain

EngliSh 87.5 6.3 84,81 -2 91:6 L 1 88.5 1.3 95.8 2.8

ilingual 814.5 5.6 87.4 - .93 88 933 - 85 5

(N=3) (N=1)

Spanish 73.6 89:6 4 86 2,5 33 3.5 -

(N =2)

_ .

Only children providing responses to the tests were included in the comparison.

Two of the four children at Corpus
Christi refused to respond in thiS language,

3
No data Were available.
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proficiency. These children also made the greatest mean gains in their
level of English language proficiency_ over the first grade year. Or

average, however, they continued to score lower than their more p-
ficient peers in the same types of classrooms.

1:35
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FOOTNOTES

1
Repetition at this stage was limited primarily to elicited responses

to the teachers' modeling or repetition of one's own utterances.

2
An examination of the Spanish strategies for those few EN Children

that were observed to use Spanish in Head Start suggests that the pattern
of strategy use in the classroomhmay be consistent across languages._ AS
with the Spanish-preferring children, formulaic expressions, repetition,
and one wore responses were found to be the most common strategies.

3-
Only this langoage group provided a suffiCient number Of subjects at

the Head Start level to perform the calculation.

4 :

As the entire sample of children was used, sufficient subjects were
available to_perform the same comparisons w'th SP=2 children at East Los
Angeles and Cbrpus Christi on the first_grade data. No Significant
correlations or consistent trends were found.

5.-
Althouch not significant, positive relationships were fOund between

increased number of Spanish strategies and acquisition of Spanith in Head
Start. This suggests that these strategies may be appropriate for
students who are still developing proficiency in their first language.
The high negative correlation found at the Corpus Christi site would seem
to be an artifact of the reluctance, noted earlier, of children proficient
in Spanish to use their firtt language in the SChOOl context.

6
This is supported by the Observational data in that in the spring,_

CHildren were Observed to use such strategies as guessing. That is; they
took clues the context of reading materia-', to insert words; the
Written fOrril of which they could not yet decode.

7
These were also the childrer who used the fewest English interaction

strategies during the yer:
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter summarizes the results of the study of interaction
strategies of first graders who have experienced different bilingual
preschool models. Results arF discussed in terms of the Head Start
experience, the first grade experience and longitudinal findings.
Implications of the findings conclude the chapter.

A: Conclusions

The Head Start Experience

Observations of children in the Head_Start_classrooms,showed that
the communicative experiences -of the sample children varied depending
on the curriculum model in which they were participating. Furthermore,
as a result of the differing structure of activities, different inter-

action strategies were used relatively more often _by children at the
three sites under study. The activities of the model being implemented
at Ric Grande City,were arranged in largely adult7ini fated communica-
tive episodes. This was a result of the relatively 1 rge amount of time
devoted to structured tasks related to premath and prliteracy skills.
The structure and content of the activities at this site; in turn;
tended to elicit relatively more frequent use of the memorization strat-

egy. At the East Los Angeles site, adult-initiated communicative episodes
also predominated, dUe to the emphasis of that model on one-to-one
teacher -child interaction. These interactions were based on a question-
ing technique specifically designed to elicit use of the elaboration
strategy by the children. The frequency of these interactions: together
with the teachers! tendency to encourage a number of conversatio,d1
turns, accounted for a longer average communicative episode at this site;
The activities at Corpus Christi; emphasizing the use of concrete objects
during small group language-focused activities; tended to elicit frequent
Use of the repetition strategy at this site

In addition; significant diffeFences were found between the sites
in terms of the content of the communicative episodes. Children at
Rio Grande City had a significantly higher percentage of episodes invol-
ving preliteracy and premathematics practice that did children at the
other two sites

Sociocultural characteristics_of the community_and classroo-as
in which Head Start programs were located influenced the languagc in
which communicative episodes were carried out. At Rio Grande City, -where

most children had limited proficiency in English, the predominant class-
room language was Spanish; and this language was used in a majority
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of episodes involving the_sample children. At the other sites where the
classroom populations included a majority of children with at least
some proficiency in English, this language predominated in the classrooms.

There appears to be no consistent transfer to the first grade of
the practice in the use of the second language strategies gained in

Head Start. When children at each site who had participated in the
bilingual preschool models were compared to a matched sample of

children who_had not participated in the models, no significant differ-

ences were found between the groups on a number of measures reflective

of their communication patterns.

2. The First Grade Experience

_Although not direttly related to the objectives of the study; a
finding worthy of note is that the programs for limited English proficient
children varied substantially not only across sites but within a_single

school. /One school, for example; offered three types of very different

services at the first grade level: classrooms in which the all English
environment had a daily English as a Second Language component; a claSS=

room in which English and Spanish both served as a medium of instruc-

tion and concurrent translation was common; and classrooms in_which
Spanish , complimented by ESL sessions; served as the principal
medium of instruction and the sole language of literacy training.
Another school had clasz_es in which English was the medium of instruction

for all children; as well as classes in which instruction was largely

in English but a small group of nearly monolingual Spanish children
received twice-weekly language arts lessons in Spanish. A third school

at yet another site had one English medium classroom like the latter
and classrooms in which all children received instruction in both English

and Spanish.

Interaction strategies related_to language acquisition were an
important element in the_communication of all sample children. These;

on the average; were utilized in at least half of a child's communicative

episodes in the cla'ss'room._ Communicative acts not involving strategies

generally served the function of responses.

With such variations in instruction paradigms even within the same

school; classroom type was found to be the most important factor in

determining the mode of_thildren's communicative episodei. The structure

of the communicative episodes in terms of the initiator; speech partner,
lengthy and strategies employed was, however, generally similar regard-
less of classroom type. Communicatiye episodes were generally
initiated by_someone other than the target child and adults were the
primary initiators of these episodes. A majority of communicative
episodes did not result in a communicative sequence; that is; when
someone_other than the sample child began an episode; this individual

generally did not respond to or provide feedback to a response by

the sample child. Similarly, sample children more often than not,
did not expand on their own communicative act or provide feedback to a
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respOnse by_another when they themselves initiated an episode. The

exception was in the context of small group,in whiCh activities were
structured to encbtq'age communicative sequences.

Individual contexts within zee classroom_ greatly influenced the

nature of the communicative episodes engaged in by the sample chil-

dren. These could generally be divided into two types: adult-oriented_

contexts, including the instructional activities :7elated to small groups,

large groups, and opening/dismissal; peer - oriented contexts, consisting

of the instructional activities involVed in seat work and the noninstruc-

tional contexts of recess and lunCh. The_formertype was characterized by

other- initiated episodes occurring generally in English whereas the

latter type consisted of relatively more target- initiated episodes in

Spanish involving peers. The types of strategies most commonly
employed also varied by context with_Metorization and answering in

unison being used principally_in adult:oriented contexts;_and_formulaic

expressions and verbal attention getters typifying peer- oriented

contexts

Language OrOfitiehty was found to influence the uses to which

strategies were put. SOahish=oreferring childrenwho were relatively

proficient in Englith; for_ekample, used strategies such as repetition_

and formulaic expressions interactively. That is; repetition, formulaic

expressions and elabOratioh were used to initiate and sustain communica-

tive episodes,_ especially with peers. The children who were less_

proficient in English , on the other hand; used thesesame strategies

primarily as responses to questions Similarly; the less Proficient_

children_Were more likely to use nonverbal strategies to avoid verbal

interaction in English than were their more proficient peers.

3. LOngitudinal Findings_

.
A number of components of the communicative episode were found

to vary with the age and educational experience -of the children regard-

lest of their English language proficiency. All children increased the

relative frequency of their interactions with peers over time, although

interactions with adults predominated in tOtt_inStructional activities.
Similarly, Spanish-preferring children Maintained a tendency to use

Spanish when interacting with peers. This tendency, however,- decreased

relative to the language profiCienCY_Of the_child and the opportunity

provided for interaction in- Spanish by_the different classroom types.

Finally; there was a general increase in the average number_of turns, or

communicative acts performed by_thildren in each episode they engaged in

over time This suggests that the thildren_Were becoming -more competent

speech partners with increasing age and SCh001 experience.

There appears; at leaSt fOr the children studied, to be a hier-

archical order to the develOOMent of interaction strategies The

same order of acquisition was found for all children regardless of

language proficiency. Children of all groups initially used strategiet
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that were largely receptive then with increasing langUage_proficiency

used more interactive strategies; As might be expected the children
More proficient in English were able to use a greater range of _strate-

gies at an earlier age than their less proficient peers. In additiOni

it was found that certain strategies, such as one word answers, literal

translation. and selective memorization were_eXtlUSiVely second lang-

uage strategies as they were never used by English-=Oreferring children.

The use of interaction strategies_in the second language can be

an important factor in increasing proficienty in the second language,

at least_among children of limited English prOficiency. It was foupd

that those children who used a greater_range of Strategies_overtime_

in the first grade classrooms, generally_thodedthe greatest increases

in English language proficientY. A_SiMilar telatiOnshipwas_found
between relatively greater use of the same strategies and increased__

proficiency in- English. This_ relationship Was especiallyvidentfor
children of very limited proficiency in English during their Head

Start experience;

There appears_td belittle relationship between. the increased use

of the strategieS_inVettigated and increased English language pro- _

ficiency for children who are relatively proficient in English; This

would seem to be a result of these children already being in command

of most of the_strategieSat the time of the study. The significant

negative correlation fOund between the proportion of interaction

strategies used by EngliSh=prefetring children and increased language
proficiency_suggestS that certain strategies may be being abandoned as

greater proficiency is achieved.

A comparison of average scores on the lang6age prbfitiency

measures thOWed that children of the lowest language proficiency

grodWin,EhgliSh and bilingual classrooms, made the greatest -mean gains

in_EngliSh language proficiency over the first grade year. TheSe

childrenon the average, however; continued to score lower than their

more proficient peers in the same types of clasSroomS.

B. Implications

Obviously the results of this_study must be considered exploratory:

They do, however, suggest certain implications for instructional
practices in bilingual edUtation programs and the study_of_language

acquisition in bilingual settings.- First, the study- points out the

difficulty in defining a "bilingual education program" even within the

same school. Programs deSighated as bilingual education may be offered

to only a small group of students or to all children_within a single _

classroom: They may range, as was the case in this Study, from biWeekly

instruction in_natiVe_language arts to nearly total use of the native

language, complimented by brief ESL sessions, Given the relationship

found between the type of classroom and the nature of the communicative

episodes in which a child is involved, it would seem necessary to
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characterize_the type of program in which a child or group of -chil-
dren is participating in order to adequately determine the effects of
that program.

Second,_the results presented here suggest that language_learning
takes_place in a variety of instructional and noninstructional contexts
With both peers and adults._ Thus; studies which limit themselves
to one type of context, such as teacher-directed lessons:_may_be o*fr-

- estimating the importance of such contexts in the eduCational experiences
of young children.

Third, the tendency of the children to use one or another language
With certain speech partners regardless of_the general language
environment of the classroom, suggests that in dual language environ-
ments, a designation_akin to our own "language preference" may be more
useful than that of language dominance in the study of young children.
This variation in mode by speech partner also emphasizes the importance
of using research techniques such as classroom observations to assess
a child's language use in different contexts.

The children's Head Start experiences; which were structured to
emphasize practice with different strategies, as well as the contextual
variation in strategy use in first grade; suggest that instructional
experiences c.in be designed which provide practice with particular
interaction strategies; Given the relationship between the use of a
number of interaction strategies and increased English proficiency of
less proficient students; the design of instructional programs which
encourage practice with a broad range of strategies yould seem important.
Similarly; the physical set-up of the classroom can encourage certain
types of interactioniin those classrooms where children are seated
around a table, for example, there may be a greater tendency for
peers to teach one anothrand_to_sustain communicative episodes. Also
this type of situation, when including_the_teacher, appeared to be
most effective in involving children with limited English proficiency
in using their second language.

It may be that the strategies investigated in this_study are_at
the elementary end_of a_spectrum Of interaction strategies. As children
become more proficient in a language or the_experiences of the class7
room become mere cognitively demanding; children may acquire appropriate
interaction strategies for dealing with those demands in a manner as
consistent as they developed those investigated in thiS study.
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APPENDIX A

TYPOLOGY OF COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Strategy

Language Switch: revert to native language to

substitute for unknown words and phrases.

Literal translatio: the child tronslateS

word for word from the native language or

uses false cognates;

Message_abandoment: the child begins to

say something, but; lacking the appro,-

prlate structure; stops in mid:.utterance.

Formulaic e.xpress ton.jpre fabricatedutterang:

units of language_ (words or phrases) which

function as unanalyzed automatic units for

the speaker, often giving the impression

one knows the target language.

ResItitionitcorporation: echoing/imitation

of an item _Rode]] ed by another or incor-

poration of a word or structure of another

into one's own speech.

Appeal -k'assistance:
child asks for the

correct term or structure, or for help

in Solving a problem:

EXample

Justin hands a card to another child, asks; "Who

gots the -- ,;,como se dice cUchillo?"

Doris; noting the sMall quantity of crayons in her

classmate's box, comments, "You got a little bit of

color"; Pele retorts ; "So:" Doris adds; "I got a

bunch";

Justin holding:itp a _flashcard with a drawing of a

frying par s, "Who gots--" and not knOwing the

name of th object, waves the card 'around.

Ivette borrows another crayon from Edie, picks out a

chartreuse one, and says as she returns down the

aiSle; "I'm gonna--I'm gonna' color it this color".

When the aide corrects someone else, saying 'only"

in a correcting tone, Irene repeats, "Only".

Mingo,
opening her math book to a page requiring

matching the time with the numbers, asks; "What do

we do herk,, Rene?" She receives no response and

calls to Rene again.
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Mertir'ization: recall in a rote manner songs, rhymes,

or sequence of numbers as a device for remembering.

Monitpriflg/SelfCorrection: Recognition and verbal

correction of one's own error in vocabulary; style

grammar; etc:

Circumlocution: describe the characteristics of an

item due to the lack of knowledge of the appro-

rri'ate word or structure.

incipient EhgliSh pattern that

1 -ticks significant semantic or structural in

fOrMatibn and can only be underStbed by context.

Talkoself: child engages in verbal behavior

directed to him/herself.

One word answer: provides information; often in

response to a question, using the minimal

amount of language in situations in which more

than one word would be appropriate).

The teacher has Ana count the children by sending

her around their circle. Ana counts them in English

going around the circle and putting her hand on each

head as she counts.

When the teacher goes to her desk to check some papers;

Maricela says; "Miss"; she walks to the teacher's

desk adding, "Miss; Miss; I need some pencil--a pencil".

Ernesto; referring'to the plant world unit to be

studied in science; asks the teacher why she did not

tell him "about that thing we -were on The teacher

reSpondsi "The Olant.world unit", and mentions that

it is the next unit in the science book.

jUliO, lbOking at a pittUre Of Charlie Brown holding

a bat and a ball, recalls that they played "con el

Nte". The teacher. asks when. they event .otturred.

jUlib replies; "Eh bunny ". The teacher deciph-cr,

"Eli el Easter picnic".

Ernesto, solving his math problems, counts on his

fingers, saying to himself; "Five take away two';

then; "One; two three; four"; as he counts the re-

maining four problems.

The teacher asks Adiana about her Halloween pictw

saying; "Tell me about it". Adriana replies, "Ghcs:.

The teacher asks; "What are the ghosts going to do?";

Adriana replies, "Scare"



Elaboration: responds to a question with additional Ernesto and Bobby: converse at their de0. Bobby

information than that requested or spontaneously asks; "How ya!_gonna' take :a bath?" and Ernesto

adds information not solicited by another: responds, "Yell haVe a_bad hOUSe, Man". Bobby adds,

And if the mouse comes?" Ernesto,- "Nb...in a storm

At hight I could come in the and then go 8111 around".

Request foxclarification: does not understand

and asks speaker to repeat.

Onomatopoeia: imitates the sounds of an Object.

Story teliljn--: relates an incident.

Role plays: takes on the role of another; fan-

tasy plays.

Lala asks for the time. Ivette asks, "lalal Zque

quieres?" and Lala says, "What tire. is it?". Ivette

requests- 'What?" and Lala repeats, "What time is it?",

As the music begins, Marisol 'Ooo-Ooo-Ooo"

with they tape like the wind blowing through leaves;

then claps as the Halloween music .begins.

Alberto begins telling an event to the teacher, "Then

one time my sister cut her finger with a khife and

my mom it a bandage".

Ivette and Lala, holding up the puppets they have

just made, carry on reciting lines while moving the

puppets:

Ivette: Hello, Lala.

Lala: Knock, knock.

Ivette: Who is?

Lala: Eenie, meenie. (Both of the laugh.)

Changes_to.pic: takes the conversation in a The teacher having asked a question and gotten a

distinct direction than the subject under correct response from Dominga, now asks whether she

discussion: circled the correct item on her page of the work-

book: .DOminga, changing the topic, says; "Miss;

you :didn't get a candy?", in reference to rewards to

those who provide correct answers,
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Verbal attention_itters: any verbal means by which Marta calls to the teacher, "MitS" four tires

child attracts attention ofAnother to him/herself. increasing her volume a little to no avail as the

teacher directs another child and does not see her.

Ans,,ers aloud in unison: responds by providing

the answer aloud ,with other children.

Anticipatory answer:. an utterance which provides a

response fOr an anticipated question or prema-

turely fills in a word in another's statement;

Reads_ aloud to self: reads text to him/

herself.

Corrects others/Teaches: perceives the pe..rfor.-.

of another as inadequate and offerS the

correct information.

Selsctiye_jvmorization: child recites only

selected wordS or parts of a memorized sequence.

Word. play:.. the nonliteral use of language, used

without the usual rules; for purposes play,

I;)

As the teacher asks how many hands people have,

Marisol answers, "Two"; in unison with others,

The teacher, holding flashcards, begins, "When you

put 'st' in front::

Marta interjects, "Stop" interrupting the teacher

before she finishes, The teacher continues her

sentence "--of it - stop" and writes the word 'stop'

on the board,

As Ivette copies the sentence from the board; she

says to herself; "The date is May". Looking at the

second sentence the aide has written; she reads;

"The month is--", ,1,r, she copies it on her paper.

Marisol moves around her desk gently shoving her_ilay

in between a boy and the aide who assists him. After

looking at his paper fora few seconds, Marisol says,

"That's not ten", and offerS the correct answer.

Esteban; standing by his desk, recites the Pledge of

Allegiance then begins singing 'My Country Tis of Thee'

although joining in mainly on the last part of the

iihei "let freedom ring".

Ernesto, joining a group at a table, overhears Eluid

talk about a 'chile' candy they just received.

Ernesto comments; "fluid said chichi. Yes, by chilo,

by chiloto, by chil,ito, by chile", playing with words.



Avoidance:. dOeS no respond or talk about concepts

fdr Which the vocabulary or other meaning struc-

ture is unknown.

Listening: does not join in a conversation but

shows nonberbal cues of intent listening.

Imitation of aricither'S behavior: after observing

the actions of another, child copies and engages

in indentical behavior.

Mme: uses nonverbal means to get point

across.

Identification: child Points to a concrete

object.

MTItOtiOn: show function of an object or

concept.

Nonverbal attention getter: any nonverbal

means by which a child attracts the atten:

Lion of another to hiM/herSelf.

When the teacher asks; "Now many cups in a pint?",

Dominga gives no response.

Adriana it sideways at her desk watching the teacher

working with a group at the adjacent small group table;

The teacher asks for words that begin with a 'c';

Adriana mouths a word AS if offering someone an answer.

The teacher, noting that Adriana is not on task says,

"Adriana; get busy"; but the latter keeps watching the

group and mouths still another word;

Maricela sits at the lunch table; balancing an orange

rind on her head; imitating Armando's antics who had

earlier set an orange on his head as his hat.

As_theteacher holds up a card with the skunk drawing,

Sara says; "Skunk" then hOldS her nose and grimaces.

Enrique, calling. the teacher's attention to the bean

sprouts which other Childroiliakbitughtitil asks

the teacher why she had not told him about these. The

teacher asks; "About what?", Enrique points to the

bean sprouts and says, "That".

The teacher aSkS, 'How do an osprey's wings go?",

Susan, and others, attempt arm movements to demon-

Strate how the wings are moved.

Marta eagerly waves her hand above her head to volun-

teer; the teacher calls on her to proceed to the

front of the room.



Prefabricated behavior: engages in ritualized

behavior regularly elicited by a specific

context.

Writsssound_o_r word: child produces written

text:

E-heckingivorg: child examines his/

her own work or others for information,

Sel f=.correc written erases and correctS

a written error.

Mouths: moves one's lips without verbal izing:

Corrects/TeAches (nonverbal-): by using
.

gestures or modelling appropriate behavior,
-,

the child conveys new information to or

indirates the error of another:

Working ahead: nonverbal anticipatory

answer.

The teacher prepares the class for a spelling test

by handing out hal f7sheets of paper, ESteban takes

his Sheet, passes the oaers back, thet),autoMatically

begins writing his name on his paper.

Esteban, at hisdesk_copying
the sentenC4 off the

board, erases the word 'pupa' at the end ,Of the line

and puts it on the next linei trying to match exactly

the way the teacher has the Sentences written on the

board.

lila writes 'house'_on her page as she spells the

word aloud: MariCela copies the word as she looks

over the former'S ShOUlder.

Esteban erases a misspelled 'teh' and writes 'the'

in its place.

The teacher asks, "What are the days of the week ?"

Most_Of the children rattle off the names mechanically;

but Esteban mouths the words; "Saturday" and "Thurs-

day" only.

A girl wanders from across the room to Miguel's desk

and hands him a paper popper thuS requesting that he

show herhow to use it Miguel, without saying any-

thing, demonstrates how to. snap the popper then hands

it back to the girl who returns to her desk,

The teacher works with a Stall group_on_their math

problems calling on a ity to read the first story

problem; Julio writes out a math problem_in number

style. The teacher then says that -they are to trans-

late the written problem /into a number problem.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMMUNICATIVE EPISODE
BY EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL PAIRS
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APPENDIX

TARGET-INITIATED VS: OTHER=INITIATED EPISODES
BY CHILD WITHIN CLASSROOM TYPE

Other.

S E

SP I

Fal 1

Target

S E

CHILDREN

Other

S E

Spring

Target

S E

CLASSROOM %1 % il % %1 %
71 1

English

Jul io - 87 - 92 96 = 98

Vi cky - 92 46 2 87 60

Ramon 3 94 14 71 2 88 81

Candi do 97 10 71 6 85 8 74

'Vette 12 71 13 74 17 75 23 .67

Esteban 15 75 27 41 10 79 49 19

Do mi n ga J3 89 -21 ' 41 9 82 20 61

Bilingual

Reynaldo 28 70 26 46 45 47 23 63

Barbara 26 64 59 27 10 68 35 53

Ma rta 29 56 17 57 26 64 28 54

Miguel 50 35 43 30 46 46 60 28

Raimondo 25 62 29 22 54 38 67 26

Carlos 52 33 72 8 50 35 73 16

Jaiae 36 42 51 9 59 33 45 6

Spanish

Ma ri sol
ew

84 14 67 11 64 30 67 14

Alicia 51 46 62 24 44 50 66 14

Roberto 59 36 74 10 59 '33 57 22

1 Percentages do not total 100% due to the nonverbal episodes not included

here.
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APPENDIX E continued

CL ASS ROOM_

Other

S E

1
% .%

SP I I CHILDREN

Fal 1 Spring

Target Other

S E S

%11
%

Target

'S E

%1% %

English

Lorenzo 95 12 79 85 1 86

Francisco 93 83 93 = 98

Ri cardo 9 84 94 94 90

Doris 91 89 89 89

Juanita 9.5 86 96 3 84

Jimmy 5 90 179 85 12 82

Al be rto 7 77 2 93 1 79 94

Crispii 4 96 83 1 96 90

Lea 3 85 3 84 4 93 9 72

Marcel a 20 74 27 56 9 82 22 61

Adriana 5 88 20 71 14 76 24 69

Bilingual
Janet 33 54 13 66 23 71 22 61

Jai me 44 30 46 17 47 47 62 27

Boni ta 50 40 51 38 4'5 49 49 42

Spanish

Ernesto

JuSt i n
68

47

27

52

72,

48

19

42

65

41

20

48

61

54

24

40

1 Percentages do not total 100% due to the nonverbal episodes not included

here.
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APPENDIX E continued

EN CHILDREN

CLASSROOM

Fall

Other

S E

%1% .%

Target

S E

1
% %

Spring

Other

S E

%
1

%

Target

S E

%
1 .

%

Englith

Gregorio' - 83 - 54 91 - 85

Mike - 93 - 85 93 - 83

; Ruth 1 88 75 87 - 88

Ismael - 93 - 100
2

1 88 86

Susan - 91 2 91 84 81

Carmen 3 78 - 97 - 89 1 89

Judy 3 91
(

5 68 - 90 - 61

Bilingual

Enrique 27i 64 85 33 80 14 78

1 Percentagds do not total 100% due to the nonverbai episode not included

here.
2 NO nonverbal episodes were observed during this time period:
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